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Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, 
President of The Republic of Turkey

Distinguished Guests, Dear Investors, 

I welcome you all to our Country. 

Today, I was planning to attend the EMPEA and Globalturk Ca-
pital’s Private Equity Briefing and discuss with you our invest-
ment environment and possibilities. However, I am unable to 
be with you due to my visit to Greece which will take place on a 
Presidential level after 65 years. 

I wish you the best of success with your work. We all experien-
ced the transformation of the global economy in the past 10 ye-
ars. We witness the shift of the economic power centers; the 
protectionist orientation of the economies that used to be libe-
ral and the conservative economies being liberalized.

In addition to free movement of goods and services, we follow 
the globalization of human resources, which is the driving force 
behind all economies. In the light of these facts, we are not go-
ing to close up ourselves, despite the obstacles and hardships 
that our country has faced in recent years, but we are opening 
up even further into the world.

It is possible to see the traces of this on every corner of Turkey 
and Istanbul where you are at the moment. Incubation centers, 
research centers, fast-growing private equity funds and the 
granting, incentive and aid mechanisms that support our State 
show the value that we give to entrepreneurship. On the other 
side, a growing number of our companies are partnering with 
international ones. Again, many foreign companies are active 
in our country or are expanding their fields of activity. The con-
centration of these companies on the foreign markets together 
with the domestic market indicates that our dynamic economy, 
which has liberated capital movements since 1989, continues 
to evolve. 

Our large infrastructure investments, diversity in exports, 
exemplary investment models, and record number of Free Tra-
de Agreements point to our unique position that combines our 
economy with Asia, Europe and Africa.

Distinguished guests… 

I would like to highlight a few points on the occasion of this 
meeting: We attach great importance to the contribution of pri-
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equity and venture capital investment funds to the economy. 
Unlike classical investments, we know that the strong growth 
appetite of fund investments coincides with our growth tar-
gets, which can lead to productive and profitable results for all 
parties. In this context, we’ll be offering investors many more 
possibilities besides the Asset Fund (Turkey’s Sovereign Wealth 
Fund), which will soon start its operations. We also pay great 
importance to the employment of the refugees we host in our 
country and inclusion of the other disadvantaged groups to the 
economy. While doing this as our duty to humanity, we are also 
aware that we maintain the stability of the global economy and 
indeed, Europe. For this, we expect serious support from the in-
ternational community.

Our demand is to enhance the partnership opportunities rather 
than aid. 

As it’s visible in the Ease of Doing Business Index, we are 
showing particular progress on improving our investment en-
vironment for the future as well as this year. By simplifying the 
company establishment process, we make it easier to invest (in 
Turkey) and accelerate legal and administrative processes re-
lated to investments. We reduce foreign trade costs, which will 
facilitate the integration of investments into domestic and fo-
reign markets. Despite all the negative propaganda abroad, we 

consider your presence here very important. With this attitude, 
you have shown that the real economy is honoring facts and 
opportunities, not hearings and rumors. I thank you all for this. 

The establishment of strong economic ties with the motive of 
the win-win principle will serve stability in every sense. We see 
Turkey’s growth as a benefit, both for the developing countries 
and the countries in our region. We consider economic deve-
lopment to be one of the most effective medicines of terrorism, 
which is the biggest problem facing the world today. We see that 
the constructive dialogues that we have carried out with the 
participants in the US and the investors who are active in our 
country give positive results.

I hope that today’s meeting will provide successful results for 
all parties. Even if I cannot be here with you right now, I would 
like to assure you that our State will be supporting you in every 
aspect, 

Esteemed participants, 

I regard you as true friends of Turkey and greet you with respect.

Do take care of yourselves. 
Thank you.
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The original message...

‘‘ Kıymetli misafirler,

Değerli yatırımcılar,

Sizleri sevgiyle, saygıyla selamlıyorum.

Ülkemize hoş geldiniz. 

Bugün, EMPEA ve Globalturk Capital’in Özel Sermaye Fonu et-
kinliğine katılmayı, sizlerle birlikte yatırım ortamımızı ve yatı-
rım imkânlarını görüşmeyi planlıyordum.Ancak Yunanistan’a, 
Cumhurbaşkanı seviyesinde 65 yıl sonra gerçekleştireceğimiz 
bir ziyaretim sebebiyle, maalesef aranızda bulunamıyorum.  

Sizlere çalışmalarınızda başarılar diliyorum. 

Küresel ekonominin son 10 yıldaki geçirdiği değişimi hep bir-
likte yaşadık. Ekonomik güç merkezlerinin kayışına, liberal ol-
masına alıştığımız ekonomilerin korumacılığa, korumacı oldu-
ğunu bildiğimiz ekonomilerin de liberalleşmeye yöneldiklerine 
şahit oluyoruz. Mal ve hizmetlerin serbest dolaşımı yanında, 
tüm ekonomilerin arkasındaki itici güç olan insan kaynakları-
nın da küreselleşmesini dikkatle takip ediyoruz. 

Bu gerçekler ışığında biz, ülkemizin son yıllarda karşı karşı-
ya geldiği türlü engellemeler ve sıkıntılara rağmen, içimize           
kapanmıyor, aksine dünyaya daha da açılıyoruz. Bunun izleri-
ni, şu anda bulunduğunuz İstanbul’la birlikte Türkiye’nin her            
köşesinde görmek mümkündür. 

Kuluçka merkezleri, araştırma merkezleri, sayıları hızla artan 
girişim sermayesi fonları ile devletimizin bunları destekleyen 
hibe, teşvik ve yardım mekanizmaları, girişimciliğe verdiğimiz 
önemi gösteriyor. Diğer tarafta gittikçe artan sayıda şirketimiz 
yabancılarla ortaklıklar kuruyor. 

Yine çok sayıda yabancı şirket ülkemizde faaliyete geçiyor veya 
faaliyet alanlarını genişletiyor. Bu şirketlerin iç pazarla birlikte 
dış pazara da odaklanması, 1989’dan beri sermaye hareketle-
rini özgür bırakan dinamik ekonomimizin, gelişmeye devam      
ettiğini gösteriyor. Büyük altyapı yatırımlarımız, ihracatımızda-
ki çeşitlilik, örnek yatırım modellerimiz, rekor sayıdaki Serbest     
Ticaret Anlaşmamız, ekonomimizin Asya-Avrupa-Afrika’yı bir-
leştiren eşsiz konumuna işaret ediyor.

Değeli misafirler…

Bu toplantı vesilesiyle birkaç noktayı özellikle vurgulamak istiyo-
rum: Özel sermaye ve girişim sermayesi yatırım fonlarının ekono-
mide sağladığı katkılara çok önem veriyoruz.  Klasik yatırımlardan 
farklı olarak fon yatırımlarının güçlü büyüme iştahlarının, bizim 
büyüme hedeflerimizle üst üste geldiğini, bunun da tüm taraflar 
için verimli ve kârlı sonuçlar doğurabileceğini biliyoruz. 

Bu kapsamda yatırımcılara, yakında faaliyetlerini başlatacak 
olan Varlık Fonunun yanında daha pek çok imkan sunuyoruz. 
Ülkemizde misafir ettiğimiz göçmenler ile diğer dezavantaj-
lı grupların istihdamına ve ekonomiye dâhil edilmelerine de 
önem veriyoruz. Bunu, insani bir borç olarak yapmanın yapar-
ken, aynı zamanda küresel ekonominin ve hassaten Avrupa’nın 
istikrarını koruduğumuzu da biliyoruz.

Bunun için de uluslararası toplumdan ciddi bir destek bekliyo-
ruz. Talebimiz, yardımdan ziyade işbirliği imkanlarının gelişti-
rilmesidir. Hem bu seneki, hem de inşallah gelecek  senedeki İş 
Yapma Kolaylığı Endeksinde görüleceği gibi, yatırım ortamımızı 
geliştirmeye özel hassasiyet gösteriyoruz. 

Şirket kurulumu süreçlerini basitleştirerek yatırım yapmayı ko-
laylaştırıyor, yatırımlarla ilgili hukuki ve idari süreçleri de hız-
landırıyoruz. 

Yatırımların iç pazar yanında dış pazarlara da entegrasyonunu 
kolaylaştıracak şekilde dış ticaret maliyetlerini düşürüyoruz.
Yurtdışındaki bütün olumsuz propagandalara rağmen, sizlerin 
bugün burada olmanızı önemli görüyoruz. 

Bu tavrınızla, reel ekonominin söylentiler ve dedikodulara değil, 
gerçeklere ve   fırsatlara itibar ettiğinin göstermiş oldunuz. 
Bunun için hepinize teşekkür ediyorum. 

Kazan-kazan ilkesinden hareketle güçlü ekonomik bağların   
kurulması, her anlamda istikrara hizmet edecektir. Türkiye’nin 
büyümesini, ülkemizle birlikte bölgemiz ve tüm gelişmekte 
olan ekonomiler için faydalı görüyoruz. 

Ekonomik kalkınmayı, bugün dünyanın karşısındaki en büyük 
bela olan terörün en etkili ilaçlarından biri olarak kabul ediyo-
ruz. 

Gerek Amerika’da sizlerden de katılımcılarla gerçekleştirdiğimiz 
toplantıların, gerekse ülkemizde faaliyet gösteren yatırımcılarla 
sürdürdüğümüz yapıcı diyalogların, olumlu sonuçlar verdiğini 
görüyoruz. 

Bu etkinliğinizin tüm taraflar için hayırlı sonuçlar doğurma-
sını diliyorum.Her ne kadar şu anda yanınızda olamasam da 
devletimizin her konuda sizi desteklediğini ve destekleyeceğini      
belirtmek istiyorum. 

Türkiye’nin gerçek dostları olarak nitelediğimiz siz değerli        
katılımcıları sevgiyle, saygıyla selamlıyorum.

Kalın sağlıcakla… 
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DECEMBER

2017

EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW

The world’s biggest private equity fund representati-
ves gathered in the “3rd Annual Executive Briefing on                  
Private Equity in Turkey and Environs” event. More than 
60 private equity firms with over 200 representatives 
from Turkey and abroad participated in the meeting.   
The gathering was organized by Globalturk Capital, who 
acts as the venture partner of Turkish companies as well 
as foreign private equity funds, together with EMPEA, 
the largest association in the world for private capital 
in emerging markets, where its member firms manage 
5 trillion dollars of assets in over 130 countries. During 
this annual event, global and local investors, represen-
tatives from the government institutions, public, private 
firms and technology companies, all came together to 
discuss the recent business and investment climate in 
Turkey and its environs in 2018 and beyond. 

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, who was scheduled to 
participate in the event but couldn’t due to his visit to 
Greece, sent a strong message in writing to the investors, 
emphasizing that despite the obstacles and challenges 
Turkey has faced in recent years, it has not closed down 
but opened up further into the world. In his message,    
Erdogan drew particular attention on the importance 
of the private equity community and mentioned that       
their presence in this event was especially important. He    
pointed out that their presence here was a strong signal 
that the real economy was honoring facts and opportu-
nities rather than hearings and rumors.    

President Erdogan added that the Government attaches 
great importance to the contribution of private equ-
ity and venture capital funds to the Turkish economy. 
Drawing attention to the growing appetite of private equ-
ity and venture capital funds in investing in Turkey and 
Turkey’s growth targets, he mentioned that the combi-
nation of these two factors can lead to productive and 
profitable outcomes for all parties. 

Within this context, he informed investors that the            
State will be offering them more alternatives as well as 
the Sovereign Wealth Fund which will soon start its ope-
rations. He added that the Government has been wor-
king on many fronts to ease up investments in Turkey 
including simplifying  company establishments and               
accelerating legal and administrative processes related 
to investments.

Positive Outcome of the Strong Alliance with 
EMPEA
The event began with the welcoming speech of                            
Barış Öney, Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk 
Capital and EMPEA’s Country Representative in Turkey. 
Öney informed the participants about Globalturk Capi-
tal’s on-going alliance with EMPEA for years, which was 
formalized in early 2017. EMPEA appointed Barış Öney as 
the first country representative of EMPEA abroad. Öney 
considered this development very important for Turkey 
since the country’s significance was being highlighted 
through the industry’s largest organization. He explained 
key highlights that derived from the EMPEA partnership 
in 2017. Within this context, EMPEA and Globalturk Capi-
tal have worked together to bring investors and Turkish 
President, Government and ISPAT officials in private me-
etings with investors in New York, Washington DC and 
in Turkey. A Turkey Session was also organized at The 
IFC’s Global Private Equity Conference in association with    
EMPEA after 4 years of non-existence.

Impact of PE in Attracting FDI
Sharing the results of a research conducted by Globalturk 
Capital, Öney mentioned that 65% of cross-border M&A 
transactions in Turkey in the last 10 years were carried 
out either directly by the PE funds or by the foreign com-
panies that PE funds were managing. 

He stated that the funds who participated in this event 
collectively manage over US$ 25 billion of assets in 

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s message to the investors marked the event of the 3rd Annual Executive Briefing 
on Private Equity in Turkey and Environs: the participation of the investors to the event despite the challenges           
Turkey has been facing, is a strong indication that the real economy is honoring facts but not rumors.
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their funds, where Turkey is within their portfolio.                                   
The most recent fundraising results for funds including 
Turkey in their mandate, whether country-specific or    
regionally focused, was over US$ 5 billion. He also indica-
ted that the funds who participated to the event provided 
more than US$ 30 billion of funds to Turkey to date while 
funds invested/committed by them in 2017 reached US$ 
4 billion.

A Milestone Year for Turkey on IPO Exits
Öney drew attention to the exits in 2017, where 3 of them 
have been realized in the public markets for the first time 
in PE   history in the last 20 years. This year therefore, was 
“a milestone year for Turkey”. These exit operations were 
very crucial for Turkey which could open the way for new 
fund raisings in 2018. Recognizing the frustrations of the 
PE industry regarding Turkey’s macro challenges, Öney 
said “uncertainty became a new way of life all around 
the world, but the good thing about it for Turkey was that 
we in this country have been living under uncertainties 
for decades and the resilience level of our business and 
investment community has been tremendously increa-
sed.” 

Strong Emphasis on PE by the Turkish 
Government
Following Barış Öney, Vice President of ISPAT (Investment 
Support and Promotion Agency) Ahmet Burak Dağlıoğlu 
made a welcoming speech. He said that ISPAT believes 
PE funds make a significant contribution to Turkey’s eco-
nomy and therefore they attach utmost importance to 
them. ISPAT has been working on establishing commu-
nication channels with PE funds, like all foreign inves-
tors. Along these lines they paid visits to the countries 
like Qatar and Kuwait with 5 GPs from Turkey as well as 
organizing roadshows within Turkey with the GPs so as 
to raise awareness of PEs among the Turkish companies, 
especially outside the Greater Istanbul area. 

As the keynote speaker of the event, Managing Director; 
Equities of EBRD, Hassan El Khatib mentioned that he 
participated in the meeting in Washington, D.C. facilitated 
by EMPEA and Globalturk Capital and emphasized that 
the relations they built with the Turkish authorities have 
been very positive. El-Khatib gave information on EBRD’s 
direct and indirect equity portfolio covering 38 countries 
from Morocco to Estonia, including Turkey. According to 
El-Khatib, EBRD realized 248 new investments that cost 
EUR 6.3 billion in 2017 and made 1,849 portfolio invest-
ments within the region with a worth of EUR 40.1 billion. 
While the private sector share of the portfolio was 69%, 

the equity share was 18%. Turkey, which holds 18% of 
EBRD’s portfolio, was currently the 2nd largest exposure 
by size after Poland. In Turkey, as well as other countries 
in the regions, EBRD covers the sectors of energy, finan-
ce, consumer and infrastructure. In Turkey, the company 
invests in energy efficiency and sustainability by sup-
porting sector reform and promoting renewable energy. 
El-Khatib stated that EBRD made 29 new investments 
in Turkey in 2017 that totaled up to EUR 952 million. The 
company has 240 portfolio investments worth EUR 7.1 
billion. 91% of this portfolio belonged to the private sector 
where 6% lies in equity shares.

Turkey as one of the Top Two Investment           
Destinations
He continued further that Turkey stood up with Poland as 
the best market in the region in terms of PE investments 
and therefore needed to be addressed. Though it was an 
established growth market with a high resiliency culture 
with high resiliency culture, PE penetration was still very 
low. Turkish companies are not affected by the news; they 
are focused on their businesses. El-Khatib said new IPO 
exits would be coming to the Turkish market next year, 
and these were very encouraging. 

Jeffrey Leonard, Board Member,  Former Chairman of EM-
PEA and President of Global Environment Fund (GEF) pre-
sented key research findings of EMPEA, and specifically 
on Turkey and indicated Turkey’s important role in the 
global PE industry. Leonard emphasized the Turkish eco-
nomy’s key strengths and invited participants to think 
long term when considering investing in Turkey.

He said the volatilities within the emerging markets were 
no longer attributable to only emerging markets. He men-
tioned that recent challenges in fundraisings shouldn’t 
stop investors from investing or taking action in Turkey. 
He proposed that Turkey’s latest position in the inves-
tors’ interest rankings was low, but this situation may 
turn out to be an opportunity for Turkey to rise up again. 

The funds who participated in the event 
provided more than US$ 30 billion of 
funds to Turkey to date.
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ded that in 2018, return of experienced managers to the 
fundraising trail may attract large institutional investors 
looking to Turkey again. EMPEA currently has records for 
8 Turkey-focused fund managers actively seeking US$ 
1.3 billion in aggregate commitments.

Strong GPs in the Market
Leonard moderated the LP Panel following his speech 
which included the participation of of Barış Gen (Regional 
Lead, PE Funds Europe, Middle East & North Africa- IFC), 
Florian Münkle (Director Turkey/Middle East-DEG), Jorrit 
Dingemans (Manager PE Direct Investments-FMO) and 
Yavuz Kaynar (Fund Manager Turkish Operations-EIF) as 
panelists. The panelists expressed their satisfaction with 
the performance of their portfolios in Turkey, despite the 
recent political issues or currency volatilities. They stated 
that Turkey’s portfolio ranked within the top 5 countries 
among other emerging markets but the country deserved 
a better place in the rankings with its solid infrastructure. 
LPs on the panel mentioned that GPs in Turkey were fairly 
sophisticated and comply with the high standards. They 
considered investing in Turkey going forward and wished 
to see other institutional investors to include Turkey in 
their long term strategic plans as well. LPs also mentio-
ned that venture capital provided good returns for them 
in 2017. 

Colman Deegan, CEO of Vodafone Turkey mentioned that 
unlike other telecom markets in the world, Turkey was 
one which has been experiencing constant growth and 
providing opportunities for investors, in his interview 
with Barış Öney. He pointed out that the young popula-
tion of Turkey, and their general interest in technology 
were the very reasons of this growth. He continued that 
the positive thing was the fundamentals of the economy 
being very strong. And the very large young population, 
very internet savvy, very hungry to learn and not just in 
Istanbul but outside Istanbul gives one a lot of courage 
to invest. Deegan stated that technologies like OTT and 
cloud-based services open up a new spaces for investors. 

In the second panel moderated by Mete Çakmakçı         
(Secretary General – TTGV), Alp Keler (CEO- AK Asset Mana-
gement), Cem Sertoğlu (Partner, Earlybird Ventures), Cenk 
Bayrakdar (Managing Director, Revo Capital), Ebru Dorman 
(CEO, MV Holding and Chairwoman, StartersHub), Elbruz 
Yılmaz (Investment Director, 3TS Capital Partners) and 
Mark Florman (Chairman, Time Partners Ltd. and Founder, 
Times 3 Capital) discussed their experiences in venture 
capital in Turkey and abroad. It was stated that the in-
terest level of London-based LPs in Turkish funds were 
continuing despite the latest statistics on investor senti-

ments on Turkey. And there have been efforts to encou-
rage LPs from around the world to pay attention to Turkey, 
since great opportunities exist here. The panelists sug-
gested that Turkish companies observe venture capita-
lists in the US and abroad, and what they did in the past 
decades for the development of the world economy. 

A Rapidly Developing VC Market including the 
Corporates
Agreeing that Turkish companies were on the way to be 
global challengers and Turkey’s being a PE hub in its re-
gion, the PE market needed to bolster venture capital ac-
tivities. With an amount of US$ 200 million each year, VC 
deployment was underserved in Turkey. In terms of VC, 
Turkey draws the attention of the countries in the region 
such as Greece and Bulgaria as well. 

The panelists stated that Turkish VC market holds a big 
potential to attract more investments into the market 
and PE funds can provide great support for the exit prob-
lems of VCs. Yemeksepeti was given as an example of an 
embedded unicorn from Turkey which today accounted 
for almost 40% of all Delivery Hero’s market cap of 3 bil-
lion USD. 

It was also mentioned that corporate venture capital is 
developing in the country and more and more corpora-
tes were forming their own VC funds and this was regar-
ded as a very positive development. It was advised that it 
would be even more positive if corporate VCs acted more 
like financial investors then prioritizing their strategic in-
terests. 

There was also support from the government for the VCs. 
The mandate of the Turkish Pension Fund and others was 
expanded to investment in these types of funds, which 
was a good development to broaden the LP base. Howe-
ver, improvement in regulations were also required to 
attract more VC funds from abroad.

The exits in 2017, where 3 of them have 
been realized in the public markets for 
the  first time in  PE history in the last 20 
years. This year, therefore, was “a miles-
tone year for Turkey”.
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$600 million of IPO exits in BIST and LSE
The GP Panel on Exits was moderated by Eren Kurşun 
(Head of M&A, Baker McKenzie-Esin Attorney Partner-
ship) with the participation of Burak Dalgın (Managing 
Director, Darby), Recep Bildik (Director of Research and 
Business, Borsa Istanbul), Seymur Tarı (CEO, Turkven) 
and Tom Attenborough (Head of International Business 
Development, Primary Markets, London Stock Exchange 
Group-LSEG). While the panelists were generally content 
with their activities in Turkey, one of the most important 
subjects of the panel was the case studies of 3 public    
offerings realized by Turkven in 2017: Mavi, Dominos Piz-
za and Doğtaş Kelebek. Textile and denim company Mavi, 
which was quoted on the BIST, has been the largest IPO 
by a Turkish issuer since 2010 with a deal size of US$ 334 
million. The company performed well and provided profi-
table growth during the post-IPO process to its investors 
as well by growing their revenue, EBITDA and net profit. 
Dominos Pizza’s IPO was the first Turkish IPO on the pre-
mium segment of the London Stock Exchange and the 
deal size was US$ 171 million. Together with the deal size 
of Doğtaş Kelebek which was a secondary public offering 
worth of US$ 92 million, the sum of 3 exits were realized 
as US$ 597 million, out of which US$ 426 million went to 
BIST. 

On the other hand, participants mentioned that in Turkey 
only 6% of the companies used IPOs as exits. This num-
ber was approximately 20% in Europe. It was also said 
that IPOs relatively limited tools compared to PE funds, 
VC funds or other alternatives and the total number of 
listed companies abroad were also decreasing in time. 
CMB recently made some amendments and lowered the 
minimum requirements in the allocation of shares to the 
domestic institutional investors from a minimum 20% to 
10%.  And also they made an amendment in favor of the 
issuer to change the price just before the IPO easily and 
quickly by disclosing it instead of changing the whole cir-
cular which was quite a bureaucratic burden. These in-
centives were expected to allow IPOs to be done relatively 
easier.  Total number of listed companies were also decli-
ning in the London Stock Exchange. Part of this had been 
a healthy natural evolution and because of consolidati-

on. Part of it happened due to the quantum of late stage 
private capital that many of the private equity investors 
have made the companies stay private for longer. LSE has 
performed more than 100 IPOs in 2017, and raised nearly 
US$ 20 billion, where the share of PE exits was 15%.

South-south Strategic Exits
Apart from the IPO exits, another exit this year was the 
exit of Darby from Hisarlar, where EBRD was a co-investor. 
Therefore it was an interesting investment and exit from 
a point of view that there were not one but two financial 
investors together in the company with the founding fa-
mily. Another interesting fact in this exit was that while 
Darby exited, EBRD chose to stay. It was further an inte-
resting south-south exit, where Hisarlar was sold to the 
Indian Mahindra. 

The event continued with GP Panel on Investment &      
Management, moderated by Barış Öney. Anthony Stalker 
(Partner and Chief Investment Officer, ADM Capital), David 
Grylls (Partner, Actis), Hubertus van der Vaart (CEO and 
Co-Founder, SEA), Murat Özgen (CEO, Is Private Equity), 
Selçuk Yorgancıoğlu (Partner, Head of Turkey and Central 
Asia, The Abraaj Group) and Serkan Kızıl (Co-Founder and 
Managing Partner, Taxim Capital Private Equity) were the 
panelists.

Survey Results – 77% to invest in 2018
Baris Oney announced the results of the survey made 
during the conference in the beginning of the panel.    
According to the survey 77% of the fund representatives 
attending the conference planned to invest in Turkey in 
2018, and 78% of them planned to invest less than US$ 
100 million. Another significant result of the survey was 
that 81% of the attendee investors already had invest-
ments in Turkey and 55% planned to realize at least one 
exit in 2018.

The panel continued with panelists listing the challen-
ges of the market, where difficulties in fundraising and 
currency volatilities were the major concerns. GPs ack-
nowledged and thanked DFIs for supporting the first time 
funds and first time teams. It was added that if it weren’t 
for the DFIs, there would be no first time funds in Turkey 
in this current conjuncture.

Opportunities and Challenges
While the challenges were stated, the institutions consi-
dered their desire to continue in looking for opportunities 
to invest in Turkey. It was mentioned that, no matter how 
difficult the markets were, good companies could always 

EMPEA currently has records for                  
eight Turkey focused fund managers                  
actively  seeking US$ 1.3 billion in aggre-
gate commitments.

EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW
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be exited. The institutions also saw a great potential in 
VC and investing in SMEs. It was further pointed out that 
Turkey was in a wonderful position for a regional conso-
lidation. Also the sophistication of the entrepreneurs, the 
ability in deploying technology and leading the techno-
logy aspects were great. Attributes like the demographics 
and the ability of Turkey to serve the multinationals as a 
hub to the region makes Turkey an extremely important 
country to be present.

Aspects of minority and majority investments were also 
another hot topic discussed in the panel. There were 
mixed views on that though the panelists were generally 
in alignment in whichever way investments were made, 
similar challenges and rewards were there. Among the 
panelists Is Private Equity was raising new funds to be 
launched in 2018, which tend to focus on technology 
ventures, SMEs and family businesses. Panelists pointed 
out that at times working with SMEs can be difficult that 
SMEs should adapt themselves into the PE standards. 
It was also mentioned that as well as the adaptation of 
the SMEs, the PE funds should realize the unique positi-
on and nature of Turkish companies and make effort to 
adapt themselves accordingly. 

New Global GPs in the Market
As a new entrant to the market, global emerging markets 
fund Actis was in the process of including Turkey into 
their portfolio and among other attributes of the country, 
adding Turkey into their portfolio was to avoid a concent-
ration risk. By opening up a new front like Turkey, other 
emerging markets risks could be diversified. 

Managing portfolio companies were discussed and it was 
mentioned that the founding shareholders needed to be 
treated with respect at all times. This would be the key to 
a successful and profitable exit. GPs also confirmed that 
pre and post investment relationships differ, where prior 
to investing, company owners tend to act more positively 
towards investors, which is not necessarily the case du-
ring the post investment period. Energy and renewable 
energy fields were being considered exciting and belie-
ved to attract more investments in 2018. 

The program ended with an interview of Dr. Burak            
Küntay from Bahçeşehir University and Former Ambas-
sador of Republic of Turkey to the US, Namık Tan. Kün-
tay and Tan debated on the recent geopolitical events 
in the world, Turkey and its region. Emphasizing his 
position as a political scientist, Küntay mentioned that 
contrary to the experts dealing with the economy and fi-
nancial markets, political scientists view the world from 

a different perspective. He stated that the instability has                               
surpassed Turkey and emerging markets and now it was                           
everywhere, all around the world. 

In the past year, many unexpected events transpired like 
the results of the US elections, challenges in Catalonia, 
Brexit and the like. While the right wing political move-
ments make Europe a boiling pot, there was a shift in 
the dynamics of the international affairs. Therefore, it           
became hard if not impossible to make any predications       
related to Europe or the region surrounding Turkey.  

Küntay on Turkey’s investment climate added that, 
despite all sorts of challenges Turkey has been facing, 
Turkey’s macroeconomic history showed that generally 
whatever the investors put into the Turkish market, they 
were almost always able to get returns on their invest-
ments long-term.  

Stating that US now was being governed by an interes-
ting president, Namık Tan suggested that the economic 
and political moves of the US should be observed closely. 
Both Tan and Küntay expressed their concerns for Midd-
le East as it was becoming more slippery with the rising 
tensions between Saudi Arabia and Iran, as well as Isra-
el’s moves to change its capital city. They mentioned that 
if politics heated up really to a level where it becomes 
a rather unmanageable situation between these states, 
it could have severe adverse effects in the entire region 
and therefore needed to be carefully monitored.

Wrap-up
The event which started at 1:30 pm lasted till 7:30 pm with 
almost a full audience until the end and full coverage of 
the PE spectrum from LPs to VCs, to GPs and investments 
to exits. The participation of both Borsa Istanbul (BIST) 
and the London Stock Exchange (LSEG) allowed inves-
tors to fully evaluate their options, where the attendan-
ce of Vodafone as one of the largest foreign investors in 
the country comforted investors by the company’s per-
formance to date developments in the technology and       
expectations of the telecoms ecosystem. 

Sponsors’ activities at the conference hall were very    
welcomed by the participants and they enjoyed learning 
and experiencing some of the most interesting techno-
logical tools by Vodafone, 360+Media Interactive and the 
World Wildlife Foundation (WWF). WWF was supported by 
Globalturk Capital along the lines of their social responsi-
bility in contributing to help prevent the climate change 
by reducing the adverse effects on the environment. 

EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW
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PARTICIPATING INTERNATIONAL AND LOCAL LP’S AND GP’S

• 3TS Capital Partners

• Access Turkey / iLab Ventures

• Actera 

• Actis

• Actus Portföy

• ADM Capital

• AK Asset Management

• Akbank

• ALJ Holding

• Ata Investments

• Berggruan Holdings

• Borsa İstanbul (BIST)

• Crescent Capital

• Darby

• DEG

• Development Bank of Turkey

• DGSK

• Diffusion Capital Partners

• Earlybird Venture Capital

• EBRD

• EIF

• Esas Holding

• FMO

• Gedik Investments

• Global Environment Fund (GEF)

• Global Investment House

• Goldman Sachs

• Hermes GPE

• idacapital

• IFC

• Invest AZ

• Is Private Equity 

• London Stock Exchange Group (LSEG)

• Mediterra

• Meltemi Wealth Management

• Pera Capital Partners

• Revo Capital

• Sakamel

• SBK Holding

• SEAF

• Seker Finance

• Stage Capital

• StartersHub & MV Holding

• Taxim Capital

• TBS Partners

• Tethys Investments

• The Abraaj Group 

• Time Partners Ltd. & Times 3 Capital

• TRPE Venture Partners

• TTGV

• TÜBİTAK - TEYDEP

• Turkishbank

• Turkven

• Ünlü & Co - Private Equity

• Vera Capital

• Verusa Turk
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A survey was conducted during the event amongst the 
LPs and GPs attending on their investment plans in 2018 
in Turkey. A link was sent to them to respond to 5 questi-
ons to assess their sentiment towards 2018.                                    

According to the survey results, 81% of the fund repre-
sentatives already had investments in Turkey and 77% 
of them responded positively when asked about their in-
vestment plans for 2018. 19% of them said they were un-
decided and only 5% responded negatively stating that 
they did not have any plans to invest in 2018. Among the 
ones who planned to invest, 78% of their investments 
were planned to be less than $100 million, but 15% above 
$300 million which indicates that 2018 will also witness 
large transactions.

Another significant result of the survey was that 55% 
of the participants were planning an exit from their                   
investments in 2018.

The results clearly showed that 2018 would be a year of 
significant PE activity in terms of both investments and 
exits especially below US$100 million ticket sizes.

Survey Results
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ORGANIZERS

EMPEA is the global industry association for private ca-
pital in emerging markets. An independent, non-profit 
organization, the association’s membership comprises 
300+ firms representing institutional investors, fund 
managers and industry advisors who together manage 
more than US$5 trillion in assets across 130 countries. 
EMPEA’s Members share the organization’s belief that 
private capital is a highly suited investment strategy 
in emerging markets, delivering attractive long-term 
investment returns and promoting the sustainable 
growth of companies and economies. EMPEA supports 
its members through global authoritative intelligence, 
conferences, networking, education and advocacy.

Despite significant differences across regions and 
countries, private capital managers and investors 
face important common challenges and opportunities.     
EMPEA’s mission is to foster a vibrant and informed    
industry to realize investment returns and sustainable 
growth in emerging markets. In support of its mission, 
EMPEA:

- Researches, analyzes and disseminates authoritative 
global information on emerging markets private capi-
tal fundraising, investment and exits, covering industry 
trends, benchmarks, best practices and current market 
developments;

- Convenes meetings and conferences around the    
world that allow its members, prospective investors 
and other interested stakeholders to debate, network 
and learn about key issues affecting private capital                      
investing in emerging market countries;

- Collaborates with industry partners, including                      
national and regional venture capital/private equity  
associations, to strengthen the network and knowledge 
base of emerging markets private capital practitioners; 

- Advocates for policy and regulatory reforms that 
strengthen the environment for private capital                                    
investing in emerging markets.

Globalturk Capital is a Pre & Post Investment Manage-
ment and Advisory Services Firm, assisting and mana-
ging investments between Turkey, UK, Europe, US and 
emerging markets. We provide our services to both Tur-
kish, UK, European and US strategic/private equity in-
vestors and emerging market entrepreneurs, by acting 
as their true venture partners in their investments and 
growth respectively. Our primary markets are Turkey, 
Turkey’s environs and the UK. 

For corporate investors, among other things, our spe-
cialty is that we coordinate, assist and/or manage the-
ir current and prospectiveinvestments in Turkey and 
emerging markets, by aligning our interests with them 
as their hands-on and unique investment partner in 
the country. Our main goal is to assist them in their post 
investment period by taking active hands-on roles at 
the board levels on behalf of them, with a professional 
yet candid approach towards their local partners. We 
work to eliminate the miscommunication and business 
issues starting from the pre investment period, which 
might potentially pose problems between the partners 
during the post investment period; or whenever during 
the life of their partnership. 

For Turkish and emerging markets entrepreneurs, as 
their hands-on and long term partner, we work with 
them on the overall strategy for their companies, deve-
lop detailed business plans, identify required resour-
ces and funding needs going forward and prepare their 
companies to raise capital or partner with investors. 
We then assist them during the capital raising and/or 
M&A transactions, strategic business development ef-
forts, setting-up corporate governance and reporting 
structures as well as international expansion projects. 
We continue to work with them during the post-capital 
raising/partnership period to assist them during the life 
of the partnership. 

Our advisory practice encompasses sell and buy side 
M&A advisory in Turkey, UK and in emerging markets. 
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Distinguished speakers, panelists, representatives of the 
Private Equity Community, dear guests, sponsors, Ladies 
and Gentlemen, welcome and thank you all very much 
for joining us today. We hope that this compact, fast-pa-
ced but content-rich afternoon will provide a  great ba-
sis for many of the decisions that the private equity         
community has to make nowadays when considering 
investments and exits in Turkey and environs in 2018 
and beyond.

Your support in attending our event is very precious 
to us and I am very happy to see all our friends in this 
room. The ones who couldn’t make it, I know their hearts 
are with us and they are awaiting the outcomes impa-
tiently. My most sincere thanks goes to EMPEA and its 
Former Chairman, and Board Member Jeff Leaonard. He 
and his colleagues at EMPEA put a lot of effort in suppor-
ting this event. 

I thank all our distinguished LP and GP speakers and pa-
nelists, moderators, Vodafone’s CEO, our special guests 
Dr. Kuntay and Mr Tan, representatives of Borsa Istan-
bul and London Stock Exchange, our Investment Support 
and Promotion Agency, and the President’s Office, and all 
of you for coming here, supporting us and allowing this 
very event to happen. 

Up until this year, we have sponsored this event ful-
ly within the Globalturk Capital family including Tempo 
Call Center, Sistem 9 Media and 360+Interactive Media 
Agency. The only exception last year from the PE Com-

munity was Turkven’s proactive contribution. It was so 
important for us and thank you again Seymur. This year, 
as you could see, in addition to our family and Turkven, 
we were fortunate to have the Investment Support and 
Promotion Agency, Borsa Istanbul, Turkey’s Technology 
Development Foundation, ADM Capital, Earlybird, Esin 
Attorney Partnership and last but not least Vodafone as 
contributors. 

I’d like to make one announcement. We have sent our 
investors a survey link with 5 questions to assess their 
sentiment for 2018. This is very important and would like 
all of you to fill that out. The collective results will be an-
nounced prior to the last panel. I am already excited for 
that and pretty sure you are too.

Thank you all very much again.

Let me start by mentioning key highlights of our EMPEA 
relationship in 2017 :

• It was the first time EMPEA has appointed a country 
representative. This was important for Turkey since 
Turkey’s significance was being highlighted to the 
industry. I’ve been honored to serve in this capacity 
and assist the PE community concerning Turkish in-
terests to the best of my ability. Within this context, 
EMPEA and Globalturk Capital have worked together 
to bring investors and our President, Government 
and ISPAT officials in private meetings in New York, 
Washington, DC and in Turkey.

• We have organized a Turkey Session at the The IFC 
and EMPEA’s Annual Global Private Equity Cenferen-
ce in Washington, DC after 4 years of non-existence. 
ISPAT, Turkey Sovereign Wealth Fund, Turkven and Is 
Private Equity joined us for that. 

• Our efforts initiated with the Presidency and ISPAT 
trigerred the The Union of Chambers and Commodity 
Exchanges of Turkey – TOBB to arrange visits of PE 
managers to the industrial cities of Turkey to edu-
cate entrepreneurs on private equity. Meetings were 
held in Gaziantep, Konya and İzmir and new ones are 
planned in due course.  

• This annual event, has evolved to become a key      
industry gathering not only for Turkey but also for 
the region. It attracts many investors from abroad.

Barış Öney, 
Founder and Managing Partner, Globalturk Capital and EMPEA Turkey Representative

WELCOMING REMARKS
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• The post-event output we put together has become 
the number one reference report for Turkey and is 
used worldwide throughout the year. For those of 
you who haven’t seen it, it can be reached from our 
website.

All those developments have motivated us to improve 
our standards. And with the great support of our spon-
sors this year, we have managed to turn this hall into a 
much larger platform to bring many more participants 
with much improved content. This year’s event not only 
convenes the PE community, but we also have guests 
from the venture capital industry, as well as both the 
Turkish and international business communities. I am 
sure they will all benefit from this event. 

Now let me share with you some interesting numbers. 

The GP Panelists we have here today with us:

• Collectively Manage Over $25 billion of assets in their 
funds where Turkey is within their portfolio

• The last funds raised by them of which Turkey is 
included directly or within their regional portfolios        
reach over $5 billion.

Amongst the LP Panelists:
                
• Funds invested to Turkey to date reaches $30 Billion.
• Funds invested and/or committed in 2017 reaches $4 

Billion.

We have been conducting a unique research on the PE 
activity in Turkey each year and monitoring not only the 
PE investments but also the PE driven investments. Let 
me share what we are observing: 

In the last 10 years 25% of all inbound investments are 
direct PE investments. However, 65% of all inbound in-
vestments have been either direct PE or PE driven. 

In 2016 number of PE driven inbound investments inc-

reased from 29 in 2015 to 52; they were up 80%. You may 
see some of the major PE driven ones on the screen. 

This to me shows an enourmous activity in the buy and 
build trend in the US and Europe for PEs and how im-
portant Turkey is becoming in that landscape for that 
purpose. 

Number of M&As have been 215 in 2016, a 20% drop as 
compared to the previous year.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Turkey lies in one of the most difficult but key geograp-
hies in the world. The international happenings are alre-
ady incredible, and in domestic politics “there is a new 
day everyday”. Uncertainty has  become the new way of 
life everywhere. Business Plans have turned into real 
time exercises. 

The good thing about it for Turkey is that we have been 
living pretty much like this for decades and the resilien-
ce level of our business and investment community has 
been tremendously increased for new challenges ahead. 

In this type of environment, I believe the best thing com-
panies could do to grow, is to divesify their activities by 
taking positions in different countries. And this could 
bring many investment and exit opportunities for priva-
te equity investors. 

This annual event has evolved to               
become a key industry gathering not 
only for Turkey but also for the region. 
It attracts many investors from abroad.
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There are over 55,000 companies in Turkey with foreign 
capital, who have entered Turkey largely through acqu-
iring shares or partnering with Turkish companies. Si-
milarly Turkish companies are looking to invest in other 
geographies to diversify and become stronger by way of 
acquisitions. In the last 10 years, Turkish outbound in-
vestments have grown 3x from 2 billion dollar per an-
num levels to over 6 billion dollar levels. Ulker, Yıldırım 
Holding, Dogus Holding, Arcelik, Borusan, Havelsan and 
Anadolu Efes are few of those companies who have in-
vested abroad.

It is a well known fact that there are loads of funds cha-
sing investment opportunities in the world and emer-
ging markets have many to offer. Therefore I am confi-
dent that the PE industry will have many more growth 
opportunities in Turkey. And I strongly recommend fun-
ds who have not invested in Turkey yet, re-think their 
2018 strategies along those lines. 

Let me remind you further that between Germany and 
China, Turkey stands out as the largest manufacturing 
and services base with its most dynamic and resilient 
entrepreneurs. It is no coincidence that we see Turkish  
CEOs at the largest multinationals who are well expe-
rienced and trained like “corporate seals” who can act in 
any type of uncertain circumstances. 

I have become one of the longest survivors in the invest-
ment community where I had seen numerous ups and 
downs in Turkey, yet as a community we are still here up 
and running stronger than ever. 

We’ll be hearing in a moment, in the last 12 months, we 
had seen new fund raisings, new investments and land-
mark IPO exits. All this happened despite all the negati-
ve publicity that has been going on about Turkey in the 
world, as we speak. The private equity ecosystem has 
grown to become quite healthy with excellent fund ma-
nagers who are great people to trust. They know very well 
what they are doing and what they are getting into, even 
in most difficult times.  

This to me shows clearly that, businesses have been 
de-coupling from politics and moving forward. This is 
currently visible to us on the ground but not easily visib-
le to our foreign friends viewing the developments from 
far away. 

Dear friends, 

Turkey has always been a land of opportunity, yet it has 
always been one of the most sophisticated markets for 
doing business. Therefore, being local on the ground, or 
if you are not, then partnering with a local venture firm  
like Globalturk Capital, helps you realize your returns. 

Today I can assure you that Turkey’s Government,             
realizes the importance of private equity much better 
than the governments of many other emerging markets.             
I know this through our conversations with our friends 
in ISPAT, President’s Office and ministeries. You will hear 
it with your own ears today as well from our President in 
due course. 

This wasn’t the case few years ago. The success of the 
PE community and our contributions as EMPEA and           
Globalturk Capital helped on this understanding.

I wish all distinguished participants to have an infor-
mative but enjoyable afternoon with lots of networking 
opportunities. 

Tekrar hoşgeldiniz.

In 2016 number of PE driven inbound   
investments increased from 29 in 2015 
to 52; they were up 80%.

Turkey has always been a land of                
opportunity, yet it has always been one 
of the most sophisticated markets for 
doing business. 

In the last 10 years, Turkish outbound 
investments have grown 3x from                     
2 billion dollar per annum levels to over     
6 billion dollar levels.
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Structural reforms have made Turkey one of the most 
attractive destinations globally for private equity         
companies. Over the past 5 years, private equity deals 
in Turkey totaled more than USD 11 billion. Thanks to 
top-quartile returns of the first funds raised back in ear-
ly 2000s, Turkey’s private equity scene has been trans-
formed dramatically with small to large capital investors 
as well as local, regional, and international players that 
actively pursue new deals in the country.

Pleasingly, along with private equity, venture capitals, 
start-ups and innovation were discussed on the side-
lines of the third Annual Executive Briefing on Private 
Equity in Turkey and Environs in December 2017 -- and 
this is also good news I believe.

• Investment, Support and Promotion Agency of        
Turkey (ISPAT) attaches the utmost importance to 
FDI for Turkey’s economic development. Along these       
lines ISPAT sees PE firms as their natural partners. 

• It is the understanding of ISPAT that the PE funds 
will make a significant contribution to Turkey’s eco-
nomy. Being aware of the PE asset class as a major 
source in the world, ISPAT worked on establishing 
communication channels with foreign private equ-
ity investors. 

• Since the last year’s gathering, ISPAT tried to crea-
te awareness amongst the Turkish companies and     
organized meetings all around the country and took 
solid steps. 

• ISPAT organized an investor meeting at the Tur-
kish Embassy in Washington, D.C., where President           
Erdogan was the guest of honor and 15 members 
of EMPEA attended this meeting. President Erdo-
gan    offered them insights into Turkey’s investment       
opportunities.  

• Another meeting was held in the US where the repre-
sentatives of the Head of Economic Monitoring and 
Coordination Department of the President’s Office 

came together with the GP representatives, lawyers, 
advisers and other stakeholders. This meeting was 
a platform for private sector companies and public 
officials to share information and exchange ideas on 
Turkish PE industry. 

• Roadshows have been organized in the emerging    
cities of Turkey on private equity with the support of 
the President’s Office, TOBB’s Venture Capital Coun-
cil and EMPEA. There had been visits to Gaziantep,    
Konya and İzmir. Adana will be the next one.  

Ahmet Burak Dağlıoğlu started his speech by thanking EMPEA and Globalturk Capital for organizing this event and   
he also thanked the audience for their valuable participation. Highlights from his speech were as follows:

Arda Ermut, 
President, Investment Support and Promotion Agency of Turkey & WAIPA

Ahmet Burak Dağlıoğlu, 
Vice President, Investment Support and Promotion Agency (ISPAT)

WELCOMING REMARKS
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• ISPAT organized trips to Kuwait and Qatar, with 5 GPs 
from Turkey. In those countries, had LP meetings, 
where investment opportunities in Turkey were pre-
sented. It was observed that Turkey was ahead of 
its competitors in the region in terms of attracting        
capital. 

• In 2016 the Turkish business community has proven 
its resilience and continued its investments, exits 
and fundraisings. It was also a year of major invest-
ments and acquisitions. 

• The recently Capital Markets Board announced 
amendments that the industry representatives  
consider important regarding exit strategies through 
IPOs. These amendments are expected to give mo-
mentum to the sector.  

• Regarding M&As, the market was not in its best level 
this year but expect improvement on those figures 
for 2018.

• On the macro side, 2018 is expected to be a better 
year than 2017 encouraged by the growth figure whi-
ch was 5.1% for the first half of this year. Tourism 
revenues and exports are increasing. The growth of 
exports is 10% until now and industry prediction is 
robust, historically at the highest levels. 

• In one year 1.4 million people were employed. 

• With regards to FDI, Turkey attracted an annual ave-
rage of US$ 12.6 billion of FDI in the past 15 years. 
Similar trend is expected for this year. 

• Turkey is a dynamic and a growing G20 economy and 
uniquely links east to the west. It is one of the fastest 
growing economies in the world. ISPAT supports the 
growth of international investors through a business 
friendly environment and with an access to large do-
mestic and international markets from Turkey. 

We attach utmost importance to FDI for 
Turkey’s economic development. In this 
regard we believe that PE funds will make 
a significant contribution to our objectives 
to attract investment to Turkey.
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• El-Khatib mentioned that he was very pleased with 
the relations they built with Turkish authorities. The 
interaction between EMPEA, private sector as well as 
ISPAT in terms of investment support in Turkey, was 
all very positive.

• EBDR is owned by 66 countries (mostly European but 
also US, Japan and Canada) and it provides loans, 
equity, and tailor made solutions for the clients de-
pending on the needs of the market. The operations 
vary from market to market. EBRD direct and indire-
ct equity portfolio covers 38 countries from Morocco 
to Mongolia and Egypt to Estonia. Turkey lies within 
this region.  

• In 2017, EBRD realized 248 new investments that 
cost EUR 6,279 million. The bank made 1849 portfolio 
investments within the region with a worth of EUR 
40,117 million. While the private sector share of the 
portfolio is 69%, the equity share is 18%.  

• They’ve started investing in equity funds long time 
ago and its annual business investment in direct 
equity is EUR 4.3 billion. Annual new business varies 
from EUR 400 billion to EUR 800 billion with 25 to 45 
transactions each year. 

• Deploying value added equity capital, supporting 
institutional initiatives by backing fund focused on 
SMEs, VC and innovation is very important as well 
as supporting deeper integrated policy engagement 
with market and regulatory stakeholders.   

• Turkey, which holds 18% of EBRD’s portfolio, is cur-
rently the bank’s 2nd largest exposure by size af-
ter Poland. Like other countries in the region, EBRD 
covers energy, financial institutions and corpora-
te sector, and infrastructure areas in Turkey. The 
bank invests in energy efficiency and sustainability 
by supporting the sector reform and promoting re-
newable energy. 

• EBRD works on improving the quality of the infrast-
ructure via commercialization and private sector 
participation. The bank focuses on scaling up private 
sector competitiveness through innovation and im-
proved governance. 

• EBRD promotes regional and youth inclusion as well 
as gender equality to support long term growth po-
tential. Turkey is also an EBRD donor country: Turkey 
contributes to the EBRD’s Women in Business prog-
ram which was launched in the country in 2014. 

• Looking at EBRD’s overall exposure in Turkey, they 
made 29 new investments in 2017 that cost EUR 952 
million. 240 portfolio investments worth EUR 7,052 

Hassan El-Khatib, 
Managing Director - Equities, EBRD

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Hassan El-Khatib started his speech by thanking Globalturk Capital for the invitation and stated that the meeting in 
DC facilitated by EMPEA and Globalturk Capital with President Erdogan was a fantastic meeting. Mr. President listened 
to the views of investors, took questions and addressed most of them. Highlights from his speech were as follows:

Turkey is currently the 2nd portfolio 
country with 18% share.
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• million. 91% of this portfolio belongs to the private 
sector where 6% lies in equity shares. 

• EBRD has partnered with PE fund managers of all 
segments in Turkey and made 23 direct equity in-
vestments with a fair value of EUR 456 million. The-
se direct investments have been realized through 
co-investments, large sponsorships or with flexibi-
lity, by mezzanine investments. 

• IPOs are coming back to the market this year and       
3 companies were IPOed this year. 

• Amongst the EBRD countries Poland and Turkey 
stand out in terms of country attractiveness for PE 
funds. Despite high unemployment rates, there is 
higher expectation of growth. Capital markets and 
quality of legislation help elevate numerous EBRD 
countries above their EM peers. 

• PE in Turkey presents significant growth opportuni-
ties.  As being the 17th largest economy in the world 
and continuing to grow, Turkey has favorable mac-
ro and demographic fundamentals. US$ 70 billion of 
net FDI between 2012 and 2016 is staggering. 

• Family owned businesses benefit from corporate go-
vernance enhancement and succession planning 
as well as fragmented local industries conducive to 
industry consolidation. Still more consolidation is 
needed. This might be a challenge but it’s an oppor-
tunity at the same time. PE doing its part, but conso-
lidation may attract more foreign capital investing.

• Turkish companies have an appetite to expand in-
ternationally which is not quiet unique in its region 
but cross border investments require capital. The 
exit routes are advancing. In 2017, US$ 2 billion in-
jected into equity markets through equity offerings 
and directly marketed trades.  

• Currency movement affected the appetite making 
LP commitments. But this shouldn’t stop the invest-
ments. It’s a de facto situation and happening ever-
ywhere. EBRD believes that 2018 will be a year to wat-
ch, a kind of test for the Turkish PE funds. 

• Turkey stands out with Poland as the best market in 
the region. This needs to be  cherished. Despite the 
challenge, being on the ground makes a difference. 
This market is all about growth but PE penetration 
is very low. This further shows that there is a great 
potential in Turkey.  

• EBRDs PE fund of funds business current has a port-
folio of 118 active funds and 514 active underlying 
investee companies. Total exposure is 2.4 billion EUR 
and 8.4% net returns. As compared to EMPEA num-
bers, these are very good numbers.

• EBRD’s mandate for PE consists of four lines:

1. Building a sustainable PE industry in the EBRD  
region by supporting first-time funds and                
successful fund managers.

2. Attracting institutional investors into the region/
asset class by sharing extensive in-house expe-
rience, setting return benchmarks, reporting on 
performance, and leading coordination with other 
IFIs. 

3. Deploying value-added equity capital to compa-
nies the EBRD would otherwise not reach through 
its direct investment activities. 

4. Supporting institutional initiatives by backing 
fund focused on SMEs, VC and innovation.

• Equity contribution is the largest component in EBRD 
and the bank invested in 18 funds in Turkey.

• 2018 will be a test for the PE market. 

Turkey stands out with Poland as the 
best market in the region. This needs to 
be  cherished.
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• EMPEA works with many countries in emerging      
markets such as Singapore, Brazil and India and 
among these countries, Turkey stands right up there 
with the greatest opportunities in the shifting global 
PE industry.

• EM private capital has grown dramatically over 
the past decade, but allocations have plateaued in        
recent years.

 

• DM competitive pressures are ramping up. There is 
a lot of pressure in deploying capital in developed 
markets. 

• Consolidation is the driving force in the overall 
PE industry in general. As allocations to develo-
ped markets have increased, assets have become 
more expensive than EM peers. When you look at 
US, PE firms have 13 to 15% EBIDTA for businesses                              
today. This shows there has been a huge amount of                        
money staying in the US or Europe but over time the                
valuation differentiation will begin to show through. 

• LPs are consolidating their GP commitments.               
Not only are they choosing fewer managers every 
year, but they are actually reducing the number of 
management commitments they are making. 

Jeffrey Leonard,
Board Member, Former Chairman of EMPEA and President of Global Environment Fund (GEF)

KEY RESEARCH PRESENTATION

Jeffrey Leonard, started his presentation on the global PE trends and Turkey’s place in the shifting PE industry 
by thanking first Globalturk Capital for taking the leadership role for EMPEA to develop its relationship in Turkey.                                              
Highlights of his presentation were as follows:
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• The number of first time funds reaching a final       
close has dropped each year since 2012. It requires        
perseverance to reach long term success. 

• Deterrents invest in different markets. Political and 
currency risks are not just EM problems anymore. 

• The ones who don’t know about the Turkish market 
say that the risk in Turkey had always been politi-
cal or currency risk. But there are real opportunities 
here. LPs are not committed into this market. There 
is international capital that should flow into Turkey 
and the valuations are pretty low. The real opportu-
nities will also come with the exits that will happen 
this year. 

• Turkey ranked last in EMPEA’s 2017 annual                       
Global Limited Partners Survey. In 2012 Turkey was 
on the top and India was way behind in the rankings. 
Now India is the darling of the investors. Sentiment                         
issues do run in cycles. Looking at the resilience and                   
dynamics of the Turkish market, Turkey can rise 
again. This is also an opportunity. 

• Recent investor sentiment surveys show that EM 
private capital stands to benefit from recent public 
markets strength, but PE returns have actually out-
paced public markets over the long run. PE returns 
are important for emerging markets because the pri-
vate markets have more diversified elements than 
the public markets. This is true in Turkey as well 
where the public market could be more diversified. 

• Turkey-focused fundraising represents 8% of total 
funds raised for CEE & CIS and MENA since 2006. 

• Public markets again a viable exit path in Turkey. IPO 
of Dogtas Kelebek by Turkven in Q4 marks the third 
PE-backed IPO in Turkey this year.  

• More GPs are needed in Turkey, and EMPEA is           
working on mentoring new ones. 

• In 2018, return of experienced managers to the fund-
raising trail may see large institutional investors lo-
oking to Turkey again. EMPEA currently has records 
for 8 Turkey-focused funds actively seeking US$ 1.3 
billion in aggregate commitments. 
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LP PANEL
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LP PANEL HIGHLIGHTS

• IFC invested US$ 15 billion in Turkey todate. In 2018 
made commitments of US$ 1.2 billion in long term 
loans and equity and US$ 800 million in trade finan-
ce. In terms of PE activities IFC had been very active 
in Turkey. Starting investments with Turkven in 2002; 
backed several fund managers like Abraaj, Earlybird, 
Revo, Turkven, Mediterra and Taxim. 

• Dealing with EM and private sector, DEG allocated in 
Turkey EUR 8 billion. 40% of its portfolio goes to equ-
ity, funds or direct investments. DEG invested in PE 
funds and through shareholders in a number of pri-
vate enterprises. Local portfolio in Turkey currently 
is approximately EUR 300 million.     

• FMO is managing a portfolio of 74 investments in 
the Eastern Europe and Asia through funds, direct 
or co-investments. The institution allocated EUR 1.7 
billion for equities in Turkey to date. With EUR 475 
million, Turkey is the second biggest exposure in 
FMO’s portfolio. Large part of this portfolio is debt. 

• EIF designed two kinds of funds for PE and VC in Tur-
key and since 2006 the institution has deployed over 
EUR 360 million of funds to the country.  The funds 
had leveraged almost 10 times during this time. 

• The DFI community believes a joint effort is neces-
sary to bring more LPs into the Turkish market as it 
is essential for the market growth. DFIs act as co-in-
vestors within the industry so as to comfort other in-
vestors and share risks in many of the investments. 

• Panelists were generally happy with the performan-
ce of their GPs despite recent political issues or cur-
rency volatility in Turkey. Compared to other emer-
ging markets in the world, Turkey’s portfolio ranks 
within the top 5 countries after China and few East 
Asian countries. The common view of the DFI’s was 
that Turkey deserved a better place in the rankings 
with its solid infrastructure.

• Since it usually takes more than two years to comp-
lete fund closings, the process requires fund mana-
gers to be patient.  

• Panelists mentioned that unless a fund reached a 
certain size, it would be impossible to become pro-
fitable. In a country like Turkey which was SME dri-
ven, the type of investments that will be successful 
would tend to be small to mid-sized and the industry 
needs to have a clear strategy for SME investments.  

• EIF on the other hand, could provide up to 50% of the 
funds to support a first time fund if needed, since it 
makes a big difference for them in Turkey. 

• The track record of the first time funds are very criti-
cal for their second fund raising rounds and it requ-
ires a lot of work from the GPs. Therefore co-invest-
ments of DFIs are extremely important in the case of 
first time funds for the GPs for their success. 

• Many GPs work together with the LPs in Turkey, whe-
re LPs are of the opinion that the Turkish GPs comply 
with the standards and are fairly sophisticated com-
pared to the ones in other emerging markets. LPs are 
happy with the GPs they have funded. 

• Although private capital slowed a little in 2017, ven-
ture capital has made good returns for DFIs and their 
clients. There are managers in Turkey who were very 
successful and able to create success stories. 

• All the institutions in the panel were quite content 
with their investments in Turkey and considered in-
vesting in Turkey going forward. They wished to see 
other institutional investors to include Turkey in 
their long term strategic plans rather than acting op-
portunistically, which they believed investors could 
benefit in the long run.

The panelists discussed about the Turkish market from the general DFI perspective. The participants 
started by giving brief information about their institutions, how they see Turkey and their PE programs. 
Highlights of the panel were as follows:
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MAIN DISCUSSION TOPICS & KEY COMMENTS (in Panel Order)

Current Activities of LPs in Turkey

IFC, as the private sector arm of the World Bank, has been active in Turkey since 1964 and has an office 
since 1986. The Istanbul Office covers the region. 

IFC’s investments in Turkey to date total to 15 billion USD. In 2017 the commitments made to Turkey 
were 1.2 billion in long term loans and equity and 800 million in trade finance. 

First investment in the PE area was the investment made to Turkven in 2002. IFC over the years has 
made investments to Abraaj, Mediterra, Earlybird and Taxim as well and has been one of the most active 
players in the market. 

DEG is part of the German government owned banking corporation KFW Group which is a sizable group 
with assets around 500 billion EUR. DEG is the emerging markets private sector investment arm of the 
group, where the balance sheet is around 8 billion EUR. 

Around 40% of the funds goes into equity, mostly to PE funds and direct investments. In Turkey DEG 
invested in several PE funds and to a number of private enterprises. The current local portfolio in Turkey 
is around 300 million EUR and are looking forward to growing in the coming years. 

Barış Gen
Regional Lead, Private Equity Funds Europe, Middle East & North Africa, IFC 

Florian Münkle
Director Turkey / Middle East, DEG
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Attracting other LPs to Turkey and to the region and the expansion opportunities                        
in the next few years: 

FMO is a Dutch Bank established in 1970, and the portfolio in Eastern Europe and Asia consists of 74 
companies. Out of these 74, around 60 are fund investments and the rest are direct and co-investments. 
With an aim to support the private sector in emerging markets, FMO has grown to a balance sheet of 9 
billion EUR. 1.7 of the 9 billion is allocated to equity. 

The current exposure in Turkey of 465 million EUR is the second biggest exposure in FMO’s portfolio. 

Large part of this portfolio is debt and interestingly and contrary to its other markets, in Turkey have not 
noted any NPLs in the last 15 years. 

FMO will continue to grow in Turkey and currently working with 3 GPs which will be expanded to 4 at the 
end of this year. 

EIF has a VC initiative in Turkey called the Turkey Innovation Fund. 

Two fund of funds designed as PEs for Turkey, totals 260 million EUR of commitments.  

EIF has been active in Turkey since 2006 and deployed over 360 million EURs. But on top of that the funds 
that EIF invested had leveraged almost 10 times.

There are only few GPs right now who are not depending on DFIs unfortunately. 

EIF takes it very seriously to attract other LPs to Turkey by acting as co-investors. Also in general, EIF’s 
commitment and involvement gives comfort to them. 

EIF acts as a catalyst in the market and continuously exchanges ideas with other LPs. 

Jorrit Dingemans
Manager Private Equity Direct Investments, FMO

Yavuz Kaynar
Fund Manager Turkish Operations, EIF

Yavuz Kaynar
Fund Manager Turkish Operations, EIF
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FMO works closely with other LPs and it is critical in achieving success in making funds work.                             
DFI community communicates well within each other and joins forces. But communication is the key 
element. 

Joint effort is needed and it is a small community. DFIs are together in many of the funds and they      
convince each other to share risks, which is particularly important in the case of first time funds.

Jorrit Dingemans
Manager Private Equity Direct Investments, FMO

Florian Münkle
Director Turkey / Middle East, DEG

The end goal is different LP groups participating. 

IFC has now established an asset management company which includes both effective funds that 
co-invest with IFC in the developing economies, but there is also a fund of funds activity where IFC has 
two fund of funds. One of them is a generalist one and  the other is dedicated to climate change and 
renewable energy. In those instances IFC tries to mobilize capital from institutional investors who have 
not been exposed to or have not yet invested in emerging market PEs.

Barış Gen
Regional Lead, Private Equity Funds Europe, Middle East & North Africa, IFC 
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Identifying and encouraging other LPs to invest with GPs who are raising funds: 

Prior to introducing other LPs to GPs, DEG first needs to understand the team, its track record and the 
proposition well as well as the technicalities like the first close etc. Then discuss with other DFIs and in 
case it is likely to attract other investors, then we refer them to others.

Fund raising process can take more than 2 years to get to the first close, but the end would be good.        
So fund managers need to be patient. 

Florian Münkle
Director Turkey / Middle East, DEG

DFIs have a clear goal of creating markets and generally there are first time funds and first time                 
managers involved. It is rather important to help these first timers for the first close, since private       
institutional investors don’t generally want to come to the first time fund managers. 

Another aspect is unless a fund reaches a critical size, it is very difficult for it to become sustainable. 
Team sustainability is one issue where the fee structure may not be sufficient to keep even the best 
team motivated. 

In a country like Turkey which has an 800 billion dollar economy, unless you have an SME mandate, 
the companies that you look at – the type of investments that will be successful tend to be mid-size.        
Therefore fund size is important for sustainability. 

Barış Gen
Regional Lead, Private Equity Funds Europe, Middle East & North Africa, IFC 
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Rating of First Time Funds in terms of putting money into their funds and co-investments:

FMO doesn’t have a fixed first close amount. FMO analyses each GP to make sure the GP can execute to 
its strategy.

According to FMO’s experience, funds around 100 to 200 million EUR outperforms others. And therefore 
fund size with a matching GP is critical for the LP-GP relationship to work smoothly. 

First time investments are very important for FMO. If FMO invests in the first time funds, there is a high 
probability to re-invest in the second fund. Therefore initial analysis is getting to be more important. 
Beyond its economical rational, FMO needs to justify these deployments to the government as well to be 
a continued trusted party. 

FMO is also actively looking to do direct investments in the form of co-investments with the local teams 
which are extremely important. 

Jorrit Dingemans
Manager Private Equity Direct Investments, FMO

Jorrit Dingemans
Manager Private Equity Direct Investments, FMO

EIF has introduced a unique model in the Turkish Innovation Fund. For a first time team, coming to the 
market, EIF provided 50% of the funds. For a first time fund in Turkey it makes a lot of difference. 

Yavuz Kaynar
Fund Manager Turkish Operations, EIF

DEG, in its review of the equity portfolio a year ago, found out that their direct investments were                    
actually yielding better. However, this doesn’t mean DEG was more successful in finding the right targets 
or managing better. Among other factors, vintage years play an important role in that. But it certainly 
underscores the appetite for DEG to continue its co-investments. 

Florian Münkle
Director Turkey / Middle East, DEG
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Turkey’s ranking among Emerging Markets in the Portfolios:

IFC also values co-investments and it’s an important part of its strategy. 

It’s complicated to compare different markets. Currencies are different. Turkey ranks in top half in our 
portfolio. South East Asia have the best returns, followed by Latin America and Eastern Europe including 
Turkey. Turkish funds perform good in our portfolio in general.

Barış Gen
Regional Lead, Private Equity Funds Europe, Middle East & North Africa, IFC

Barış Gen
Regional Lead, Private Equity Funds Europe, Middle East & North Africa, IFC

Turkey is within the top 5 countries in DEG’s portfolio but could have been better. DEG is satisfied with its 
portfolio in Turkey. 

There are many investment opportunities and it is surprising not to see some of the institutional inves-
tors. Some of them are still covering Turkey from an opportunistic perspective. The market sentiments 
play an important role obviously. A year ago was the best vintage year for example but many of the         
investors shied away.

Florian Münkle
Director Turkey / Middle East, DEG
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Trends in the Turkish market, new products, sectorial focus and the like:

Most GPs are sticking to what they were doing before. New products such as real estate funds or private 
debt funds are not existing.

Florian Münkle
Director Turkey / Middle East, DEG

Turkey is outperforming in the FMO’s portfolio and is definitely well positioned. To create value, GPs 
should be active in the portfolio companies. 

FMO reviews its GP strategy from time to time. 

Jorrit Dingemans
Manager Private Equity Direct Investments, FMO

Jorrit Dingemans
Manager Private Equity Direct Investments, FMO

In the Istanbul Venture Capital Initiative, the portfolio is behaving as predicted. EIF is making good returns. 

Turkey has great fund managers. There exists managers who were able to do IPOs even in the toughest 
times. They took some undermanaged businesses and turned them into world class businesses. 

Yavuz Kaynar
Fund Manager Turkish Operations, EIF
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EIF invests in debt funds as well and can support both equity and debt. 

Yavuz Kaynar
Fund Manager Turkish Operations, EIF

Venture capital is brought to Turkey by independent teams. It’s an area IFC likes. Turkey is not at a stage 
where PE, VC and other funds are run under one asset manager. It will come but probably in stages.

Barış Gen
Regional Lead, Private Equity Funds Europe, Middle East & North Africa, IFC

PE evolution in Turkey: development of due diligence, social governance, etc.                                              
Quality of GPs in Turkey: 

Many GPs work with LPs to get accustomed to such standards. DEG has been very successful to compile 
the standards and pass it on to GPs. 

Florian Münkle
Director Turkey / Middle East, DEG

GPs in Turkey rarely have major issues and are fairly sophisticated to implement those standards. 

Yavuz Kaynar
Fund Manager Turkish Operations, EIF

The GPs in Turkey in general have high standards. 

Barış Gen
Regional Lead, Private Equity Funds Europe, Middle East & North Africa, IFC
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INTERVIEW
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Colman Deegan has been in Turkey for 16 months and kindly supported this very event 
and joined us to share his views on the market, telecoms environment, new technologies 
and investment opportunities. 

General views on Turkey

The Vodafone journey in Turkey?

Colman Deegan - Vodafone Turkey interview with Barış Öney 

I am here just over a year. Along the way I lived in the UK. I am Irish. I landed in the middle of Istanbul. 
It’s a great place. I explored here a bit. It is a vibrant city. We visited 14-15 cities since I’ve been here.           
The economic activity in the Anatolian cities surprised me. New constructions etc. are great. We enjoy 
our time here with my family. 

Vodafone came to Turkey in 2006 and we have been here for 10 years. 

We have 23 million mobile customers and still growing fast. 

We invested over 20 billion TL in the market. It’s a very strong market in terms of technology.                                    
Fundamentals are strong. 50% of the population is young and they are curious. They want to learn more, 
explore more. 

There is great potential, for example we see more and more internet users coming alive.

Relatively low broadband services in Turkey. There is opportunity here as well. The advent and internet 
had made business easier now in terms of launching new products and services. With OTT, cloud based 
services which makes it easier when it was to plug into technology companies like Vodafone and reach 
millions. 

Colman Deegan
CEO, Vodafone Turkey

Colman Deegan
CEO, Vodafone Turkey
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Comparing Turkey with other countries in terms of trends

Vodafone operates over 20 countries in the world. Our Turkish customers use the internet more than any 
other country. More than Germany which is our biggest market. 

Turks like the internet. The country has the highest Facebook penetration. This is strength for us.

As an industry we’ll go on investing to leverage on it, delivering OTT services. Potential is there. Turkish 
consumer are generally young consumes very conscious. Brand conscious. Can be very profitable in the 
long run.  

The interesting thing about Artificial Intelligence machines is that the mathematics had been there for 
30-40 years. Now machine learning capabilities can beat the most difficult games in the world. The driver 
and the enabler of that is the cost of computing. That’s the driver.
 
It makes our business exciting. We can do many things to enhance our revenues and services                               
through machine learning, i.e. customer value management activities, customer care, call center                
services, natural language learning programing and the like. 

There is an ecosystem of that in Turkey and if we can harvest that, we can definitely create a partnership 
going forward.

Colman Deegan
CEO, Vodafone Turkey
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Competitive and Regulatory Environment

Colman Deegan
CEO, Vodafone Turkey

The Turkish telecom sector is growing 15-16%. It is healthy for the industry. It is a capital intensive 
market. We now move beyond from 4G to 5G. For growing the infrastructure and the ecosystem, sharing 
model is needed.  

Vodafone has been in Turkey over 10 years. It hasn’t been an easy ride. But the positive thing is the           
fundamentals of the economy is very strong. 

Very strong young population. Very internet savvy. Very hungry to learn. Then if you go outside Istanbul 
and see really what’s going on, it gives you a lot of courage to invest. 

Investment opportunities in the telecom industry for private equity investors

There is a space. Internet is the shop window. Telecom companies are quiet big and expensive, big          
invested capital. But the ecosystem has potential opportunities.

The old model was to take over an asset and make efficiencies and move on. It is not the trend now. Now 
consolidation is beneficial. Telecoms working with startups, OTT players etc. 

Colman Deegan
CEO, Vodafone Turkey
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VENTURE CAPITAL PANEL
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VENTURE CAPITAL PANEL HIGHLIGHTS

• VC’s generally thought, it would be early to talk about 
VC’s having any impact on Turkey’s economy, sin-
ce venture capital was still at its infancy. However, 
comparative analysis of the growth of venture capi-
tal in the US and Europe could be helpful to asses 
VC’s long term impact on Turkey. 

• It was observed that venture backed companies had 
been a key driver in economic growth in the world 
and it was concluded that continued emphasis on 
VC would be invaluable for Turkey as well.

• There had been great progress in Turkey in terms of 
VC over the last 10 years but as it was still underser-
ved as compared as to other markets. 

 
• Turkish companies are on the way to be global chal-

lengers and Turkey being a PE hub in its region, the 
PE industry would bolster venture capital activities. 
In terms of VC, Turkey draws the attention of the 
countries in the region such as Greece and Bulgaria, 
where many companies from those regions look for 
VC funding from Turkey. 

• London based LP, Time Partners, who recently made 
an investment into one of the GPs, strongly urged 
promotion of the Turkish market abroad indicating 
that Turkey was a fantastic market to invest but the 
story was not being told enough.  

• Remarks were made that there was about US$ 200 
million of institutional VC money allocated to Turkey 
and every year US$ 30-40 million of institutional VC 
money was being deployed. But still, VC investments 
regarding technology companies in Turkey and in 
the region was very small as compared to Turkey’s 
potential. 

• It was reminded that, though it seemed Turkey has 
yet to come up with unicorns, Yemeksepeti could 
very well be considered as an embedded unicorn 
within the German Delivery Hero. As a 3 billion USD 
market cap company, Delivery Hero’s close to 40% of 
the value was coming from Yemeksepeti as its cont-
ributing subsidiary.

• AK Asset with institutional assets worth of US$ 40 bil-
lion, was a new player in the market and currently 
has 3 investments. It planned to act both as a GP and 
an LP in the industry. Despite the exit problems in 
the industry, the institution, acting as an LP would be 
launching its second fund in 3 months, for venture 
capital investments. 

• Most existing venture funds in Turkey were now clo-
sing their first funds and looking to raise their se-
cond generation funds. Also corporate VCs are co-
ming into the market as new players. 

• Recently large Turkish companies have started set-
ting-up funds to invest in technology companies, 
like google ventures. The panelists were positive 
about seeing corporate VCs as new players. However, 
there were concerns that the corporate VCs could 
block the exit path for start-ups if they didn’t act as a 
financial investor but have strategic objectives. Ge-
neral consensus on corporate VC’s was that it would 
be good to have more financially acting corporate 
VCs to improve the VC environment.   

• As a final topic, VCs pointed out that regulations were 
improving for the VC market but there were key is-
sues to be addressed for attracting foreign VCs to in-
vest money into Turkish vehicles, and were hopeful 
that these would be resolved soon as well.

VCs were invited for the first time to the event in Istanbul. The panelists discussed about the Turkish VC 
market and its impact on Turkey’s economy. Highlights of the panel were as follows:
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MAIN DISCUSSION TOPICS & KEY COMMENTS (in Panel Order)

Introductory Remarks on Venture Capital in Turkey and its impact on the development 
of economies:

TP has a commitment to Taxim as an LP. 

TP is very impressed with this economy and has been encouraging the LPs from around the world to pay 
attention to Turkey. There are great opportunities that exist here. 

Having invested in Africa, Latin America and Asia, TP thinks Turkey is a great destination and the                
sentiments about Turkey are wrong. Turkey is absolutely a fantastic place and has been encouraging the 
leading LPs who invest in Europe and the US to invest in Turkey. 

TP also believes that DFIs are doing a fantastic job but perhaps DFIs need to be at times just a little bit 
more flexible and innovative to get this industry going. 

It is hard to give evidence on the impact of VC on the economy from Turkey. However in the US where VC 
was born, US$ 60 billion of VC money has been invested per annum. And that makes about 75% of total 
VC investments in the OECD countries. 

In the past 20-30 years venture backed companies have been the driver of economic growth and private 
sector employment in the US. And it is not just giants like Google, Amazon, Facebook and Microsoft but a 
much more diversified phenomenon. 

There is a very interesting research from Stanford Business School. They have looked at all publicly listed 
companies in the US. And identified those that were listed since 1979 which was a pivotal year for those 
who are familiar with VC. It was the year of inclusion of pension fund investments to VC. Among those 
companies the ones that are VC backed constituted 42% of all listed companies by number. In terms of 
market cap they constituted 57%. In terms of number of employees the number was 38%. It’s an efficien-
cy indicator there in terms of value created per employee. However in terms of R&D the number was an 
amazing 82%. Imagine what that does for economic development. 

There is another interesting statistics from NVCA. They looked at all VC investments between 1979 and 
2010 and for every dollar invested in that period there is an annual revenue of 6.3 dollars in 2010. When 
you look at the total revenue generated by VC backed companies in 2010 it makes up 25% of American 
GDP. These numbers clearly tell why VC is absolutely important and Turkey should be no exception. 

Mark Florman
Chairman, Time Partners Ltd and Founder, Times 3 Capital

Ebru Dorman
CEO, MV Holding and Chairwoman, StartersHub
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There has been great progress in Turkey in terms of VC over the last 10 years. Turkey made great strides 
in maturing the ecosystem and providing more resources for entrepreneurs. But there is still so much 
to do. 

3TS invests in places like Estonia, Hungary, Poland and Turkey. Turkey has made good progress.                       
The efforts in the early stages are paying off. There are companies reaching 1 or 2 million euro revenue 
levels, acquiring customers outside of Turkey and becoming truly global challengers. 

3TS as a regional fund, look for good entrepreneurs who can come from any country. Turkey is in the right 
direction but yet to deliver its best. 

Elbruz Yılmaz
Investment Director, 3TS Capital Partners

As a 900 billion dollar economy, Earlybird thinks the market is extremely underserved as compared to 
other countries, especially when considering the strong technical legacies, technical schools, bright 
minds who come up from these schools. 

Currently there is about 200 million dollars of institutional VC money allocated to Turkey and every year 
30-40 million dollars of institutional VC money is being deployed. That is embarrassingly small. Even 
when corporate VCs and angel investors add up to this number it reaches less than 100 million dollars 
per year, which is still very low.  

Turkey’s expectations to develop a high value added economy could not be fulfilled with that amount of 
funding. 

Earlybird has a regional fund of 150 million dollars and 2/3rds is allocated to the Turkish market and 
clearly is an important market. 

Earlybird tries to win the best investment opportunities in the South East corner of Europe, where                   
Istanbul by its sheer bubble and influence on the region is developing as a hub. 

Turkey is attracting the attention of neighboring countries especially close neighbors like Greece 
and Bulgaria. Their ambitious entrepreneurs come to conquer the Turkish market so Istanbul has an                      
advantage in terms of VC investment.

Cem Sertoğlu
Partner, Earlybird Venture Capital
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Development of VC in Turkey and the Region and Supply and Demand dynamics

TP does not have investments in the region. Turkey is the cornerstone of the region with fantastic              
entrepreneurial society. 

Turkey needs much more promotion and EMPEA is doing a great job. Institutions should work on why 
Turkey? Promotions need to go beyond some of the political issues this year and show the extraordinary 
entrepreneurial economy especially in the mid-market and capital markets. 

It is the cornerstone of a very big effort. And would be promoting Turkey in London with friends in              
America. 

Mark Florman
Chairman, Time Partners Ltd and Founder, Times 3 Capital
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Despite the lack of capital, some entrepreneurs have actually been able to attract money from abroad. 
Opportunistic investors made it to the market through them but others missed it. 

Yemeksepeti as an example of a Turkish Unicorn and a missing opportunity for investors - Earlybird was 
and investor in Yemeksepeti early on. Yemeksepeti was acquired by Delivery Hero which was a German 
food delivery company that was recently listed in Frankfurt. Delivery Hero’s market cap today is close to 
3 billion dollars where Yemeksepeti accounts for 30 or 40% of all Delivery Hero’s contributing numbers. 
People joke about that there has not yet been a Turkish unicorn but Yemeksepeti is clearly a unicorn 
within another entity. 

Yemeksepeti attracted General Atlantic with a 40+ million dollar investment many years ago, right around 
the time Delivery Hero would have probably been an acquisition candidate for Yemeksepeti. In Europe 
many inferior companies to Yemeksepeti’s strength was attracting a lot money with this low interest, 
high equity environment at that time. In a different country Yemeksepeti would possibly have acquired 
Delivery Hero and listed in Frankfurt or another market and by now being a multi-billion dollar company. 

Cem Sertoğlu
Partner, Earlybird Venture Capital
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Corporate VC’s in Turkey

Corporate VC is a new phenomenon in Turkey. There are about 15 corporate VCs with dedicated funds, 
where most of them were established in the last 3 years. 

Compared to 13.000 corporate VCs in the world, there is an opportunity for the corporates to be investors 
themselves. 

There are different motivations for this. Some of them do it purely as a financial activity like Google 
Ventures with full autonomy in terms of what they invest in. But a lot of them are doing it for strategic 
benefits. 

Corporate VCs could have strategic captive approach which makes them not the best investors for              
financial VCs and also could limit exit options. They can be great co-investment partners, but overall 
it would be good to see more corporates in Turkey in any event be it purely financial or with a strategic 
perspective. 

Ebru Dorman
CEO, MV Holding and Chairwoman, StartersHub
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It is good that corporate VC activity is happening now because it was difficult in the past. 

There are people who are showing enthusiasm to invest, do sponsorships to help the ecosystem but 
they don’t act as a player in the ecosystem. Corporate VCs could pull also these types of investors into 
the game. 

It is important as said for those VCs to aim at financial returns also rather than just strategic aims.          
They should not block the exit path. That can be harmful to the startups. 

One of the main problems of Turkey is actually exits. For the exits corporates need to play a more                    
effective role. Corporate VC is the first step towards that.

In the Google Ventures example, they rebranded themselves to disassociate from the corporate VCs, 
because they are really a special investor, they are totally separate from the M&A department of Google. 

If Google Ventures is selling any of their portfolio companies to Google they will try to maximize the price. 
Because they are like any other VC. 

It was recently discussed at the European VC forum, that 75% of the corporate VCs in Europe, do not have 
a carry structure. And that’s a real danger actually. Because this usually happens when they want to 
maintain the corporate identity and goals.

That creates the risk of not attracting people with real VC experience. For those who develop an                            
experience within the corporate VC they do not retain them for the long term. 

Cenk Bayrakdar
Managing Director, Revo Capital

Ebru Dorman
CEO, MV Holding and Chairwoman, StartersHub
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Corporate VCs are great vehicles for the ones who are organized well enough to become LPs and                        
investors in funds like 3TS. Because if not organized enough it could not continue with the corporate VC                       
investments. It is not really for every corporation. 

Elbruz Yılmaz
Investment Director, 3TS Capital Partners

Other countries like Nigeria, corporate VC market tended to follow quiet late. Here in Turkey corporate VC 
market can come in early. It’s an important part of the ecosystem. 

The key message for the PE market generally is the operational change and improvement. Here                       
there’s very little use of that leverage. There are highly skilled GPs, interesting entry multiples with true                    
industrial skills within the general partnerships; this is what most investors around the world are truly 
looking for.

VCs are creating extraordinary social impact. It could be measured through something called external 
rate of return, which is a little bit beyond the traditional measures of the DFIs and across the world, there 
are investors who are looking to achieve both a very healthy IRRs but also very interesting social im-
pact. And what you’re achieving and building in this industry for the Turkish people and for the Turkish           
economy generally is really being underestimated and under promoted. 

Mark Florman
Chairman, Time Partners Ltd and Founder, Times 3 Capital
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AK Asset is a new player in the market but growing rapidly especially in terms of pension funds. 

Currently the size of the institutional asset management is US$ 40 billion. Ak has experience in fund 
management, institutional fund management and asset allocations. 

Asset allocation is a growing trend globally. The portfolio breakdown is such that, PEs or this kind of        
investments are 7.6% of the total portfolio. However in Turkey among these assets – US$ 40 billion, may 
be 0.1% is invested in the VC or PEs. Therefore there is huge opportunity and the asset managers can 
earn the highest profit. 

Ak plans to act both as an LP and a GP and believes this will help the industry to grow. 

There are some issues to be addressed. Exits are difficult but good stories like Yemeksepeti is there. 
These stories will attract investments into the market. 

There is also support from the government. Pension funds are now mandatorily being investing in these 
type of funds. It is a good development to broaden the LP base. 

There are only 5 to 6 LPs investing in the Turkish VC funds, where more TTGV like institutional LPs are 
definitely needed for the market and Ak type players should increase. 

AK Asset is about to launch its second funds which will be the fund of funds for VCs. 

In the second one Ak will act as an LP to invest in VCs. With this structure Ak will help the pension funds 
and also help in risk diversification. This is expected to further address the current insufficient returns 
generated from the pension funds. 

Ak invested in 3 companies to date as a minority investor which is a preference for Ak.   

Alp Keler
CEO -  AK Asset Management
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There is one important issue with the regulations. 

Though it was recently allowed for the pension funds to invest part of their assets like minimum 1% into 
VC funds, these funds have to be established in Turkey. For those established in Luxemburg or Holland 
for example, currently do not qualify for that. And if you are establish in Turkey as a VC fund, you can’t get 
money from the DFIs. So these GPs are in a tough position. If they want the pension money from Turkey 
they have to establish in Turkey, if they want DFIs they should act differently. 

It would be good to resolve this issue soon to have a positive impact on the market.  

Ebru Dorman
CEO, MV Holding and Chairwoman, StartersHub

DFI’s are great to have investors enter countries but at the same time you become over dependent. 

It is therefore essential that the leading domestic pension funds and the sovereign wealth fund of Turkey 
play a major role in taking over the responsibility from the very good work of the DFIs. 

The domestic pension fund capital must be mobilized to the new, mid-market managers and those of 
funds in their second and third rounds.

Mark Florman
Chairman, Time Partners Ltd and Founder, Times 3 Capital

Regulatory Matters on Fund Structures and Turkish Pension Funds, where exits are at 
the center stage:

Currently the Capital Markets Board which is the regulator is strictly mandating retirement funds to 
invest in Turkish structures, whereas the Treasury, TUBITAK and KOSGEB, are looking positively in                              
allowing flexibilities in such investments. It would be good to have some kind of coherence in the policy 
side allowing local VC funds to work with the non-local structures. 

There is a shallow LP base locally, but a strong presence of DFIs, where there are upsides and downsides to it. 

Need more exits that LPs make money and hence have new funds. 

Mete Çakmakçı
Secretary General, TTGV
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Exits are very crucial. 

In Turkey the private sector is structured such that there a very big companies doing great jobs in the 
private world and there are family businesses. In general they are not very interested in the technology 
companies VCs are investing in. Therefore at exits VCs have hard time finding buyers. 

In the US 85% of all exits are strategic. So corporates are buying from VCs. Therefore corporates buying 
these tech ventures from exits are crucial in Turkey. Further PE’s need to come down in their ticket sizes 
to buy from VCs at their exits. Currently there is a mismatch. The gap is closing but there is still a gap. 
Because of that, VCs are trying to play a role of half a PE and half a VC. Due this very fact, VCs are somehow 
trying to play the consolidation game to make their investee companies bigger in size to be able to exit 
which is actually a PE role. 

In addition, when an investment opportunity is brought to the attention of the Turkish corporate by a 
VC when exiting, usually the first reaction (especially from their IT departments) is that they could do it 
themselves internally so why acquire it. It takes a lot of energy and time to explain it to them to get this 
expertise externally. They need to be motivated and trained to look at these in a much fresher mind.     
Also may be a tax breaks for acquiring companies would help. 

Borsa Istanbul is very helpful. Currently there are 15 tech companies where only 6 of them are at the 
current capital valuation significantly higher than the initial IPO. We need to bring more companies. 

Cenk Bayrakdar
Managing Director, Revo Capital

VCs are naturally focused heavily on the growth but Ak is also focused on healthy EBIDTAs. The right 
balance on profitability and growth needs to be found in order not to miss the opportunity in the Turkish 
pension fund system.  

Alp Keler
CEO -  AK Asset Management
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GP PANEL EXITS
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GP PANEL EXITS HIGHLIGHTS

• There were encouraging developments both on tra-
de sale exits and IPO exits. Turkish companies have 
been experiencing strategic interests from emerging 
countries such as Mexico and Brazil. South-south 
transactions have been on the rise also from the 
Asian countries. 

• Darby has exited one of its investee companies to an 
Indian company in 2017. While this was a full exit on 
Darby’s side, a co-invested DFI stayed in the com-
pany going forward, which was an interesting case 
also.

• In 2017 Turkven realized three milestone public 
market exits, which bolstered the PE activity: Mavi, 
Dominos Pizza and Doğtaş/Kelebek, where the total 
deal size was 600 million USD. 

• It was stated that only 6% of PEs in Europe, use IPOs 
as exits. In the US, where the equity culture and      
capital markets were better shaped. This was around 
15% in all exits of VCs and PEs. In the big picture 
using IPOs were traditionally limited compared to ot-
her alternative exit mechanisms like sales to other 
PE funds, VC funds or strategic investors.  

• BIST announced that 8 to 9 companies were in the 
pipeline to go public in 2018, where the total IPO vo-
lume in 2018 was expected to be between US$ 3 to 4 
billion. 

• Between the years 2000 and 2009, the average IPO 
number per year was 9 in Turkey. The number incre-
ased to 24 between 2010 and 2016 respectively whi-
ch showed the good investor sentiments and per-
formance of companies. Average capital raised by 
companies between 2010 and 2013 was US$ 2 billion. 
The company’s IPO’ed between 2011 and 2015 also 
outperformed the benchmark index.

• London Stock Exchange was about to close its 100th 
IPO and raise nearly US$ 20 billion. PE had been 15% 
of that and it was a pretty constructive year in that 
respect. 

• LSE has been the rising star amongst the Turkish 
companies where Dominos’ had been the 3rd Domi-
nos franchise listed in LSE after the UK and Poland.

Panelists discussed the new trends and developments regarding exits in Turkey and in the region.         
The highlights were as follows:
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IPOs are happening for the first time and strategic interests from Asia and the developed markets are 
emerging. 

Strategic interests from Asia are becoming a reality. Normally exits are sold to European strategics but 
apart from Asia, more appetite is coming from the developing countries recently such as Mexico and 
Brazil as well. 

Those are new developments in the Turkish market and happened for Darby’s exits as well. 

Darby’s fund is covering Turkey up to the Baltics, where Turkey, Baltics, and Balkans are the most active 
regions. Darby typically takes a credit position and a minority equity or preferred equity positions, but 
typically a combination of these two. 

Some of Darby’s exits were straight forward but in some cases, entrepreneur and the family issues play 
an important role. It takes a lot of time to convince and structure the deals at exits to make different 
parties happy. In those kind of situations, while Darby is exiting, others may stay so optimal structurings 
are needed. 

Regardless of legal documents, one needs to build a transparent communication on exits from day one, 
so when the exit comes people wouldn’t face a surprise. It is also important for your partners to trust you. 
It is also important to understand the priorities of the other party. Including the new comer as well as the 
existing partner.  And start to manage the expectations along the way. 

Darby and EBRD were co-investors in Hisarlar, where Darby exited recently. EBRD was also an investor 
in their fund. In Hisarlar, Darby exited along with most part of the family but EBRD stayed. Hisarlar was 
the case where not one but two financial investors were together with the family. The process therefore 
needs to be delicately managed. 

In Turkey Darby has always exited in full but in Europe, they occasionally chose to roll over. 

Burak Dalgın
Managing Director, Darby

Analysis of the Recent Exit Environment, Exit Structurings and Alternatives
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Turkven had a great year and they are very happy. 

Typical challenge for the emerging markets are exits. LPs are happy when the profits are realized, it’s the 
most important thing. 

Turkven had 16 exits to date and therefore do not have and EM exit problem.

Most of those companies were domestic champions. One should not shy away from TL assets. They will 
worth a lot of money. The 3 public market exits Turkven realized were as follows:

Mavi was IPOed on June 12th 2017 from the first fund. 

Mavi was an important IPO, where it was the largest IPO in the BIST since 2010. 

Two weeks later came Domino’s Pizza in London Stock Exchange. After 5 years of very good performance, 
Dominos asked Turkven to buy their Russia operations and it became a success story as well. 

Dominos, as the regional consolidator, was the first Turkish company to have a premium listing in LSE. 
The 3rd exit was Doğtaş (Kelebek). And all of that happened within 4 months. Dogtas was already a              
publicly listed company and it was much easier to sell remaining shares. Turkven fully exited Dogtas.

In total Turkven realized 3 exits in 2017 with 600 million dollars, where 426 million dollars went to BIST.  
In all 3 cases, the EBITDAs of the companies grew significantly after Turkven’s investment.

More important part is after the IPO. Then comes investor relations and matching targets you promised. 
So far Turkven was very successful on that end by bringing new professsionals and board members to 
ensure successful growth of the companies post-IPO. 

Turkven had a great year in successful and milestone IPO exits. 

Seymur Tarı
CEO, Turkven
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IPO exits started a new trend in Turkey in legal terms also. 

In legal transaction documentation, IPO clauses were there just as a standard or a safety net but recently 
people started paying more attention to it. Clients are mentioning about exits via IPOs for the first time. 
It’s a new trend. 

There has also been recent changes in the legislation which was supportive of Turkish IPOs where the 
mandatory minimum domestic requirement was reduced and further CMB was given the right to abolish 
it entirely. 

Eren Kurşun
Partner, Esin Attorney Partnership
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BIST welcomes Mavi as a global brand of Turkey. It is a success story and will be a role model for other 
IPOs in the future. 

Hopefully that will turn to be a new trend. 

According to the European VC Association only 6% of the companies use IPOs as exits in Europe, where-
as in the US, the number goes up to 15%. And for SMEs, where the VC’s are investing, it goes even lower 
than that. 

For larger caps IPO exits goes up to 20% in volumes and alternative exits are the rest, i.e. trade sales take 
28%, buy outs 20% and sale to another PE 31%. 

There could be many reasons why IPOs are not used as much as it is expected as an exit mechanism, 
but it seems like the main cause could be the increased regulatory pressures for public companies 
worldwide. 

In the US between 1980 and 2000, on average every year 310 companies went public. From 2000 to 2012 it 
declined to 99. Number of listed companies in the US halved in the last 25 years. 

But with new monetary policies worldwide, including Turkey we expect that the IPO activity in the            
markets will rise back. CMB for example made some amendments for the sale of the equities and lowe-
red minimum requirements in the allocation of shares to the domestic institutional investors. From 20% 
to 10%. And also they made an amendments in favor of the issuer to change the price before the IPO       
easily and quickly just by a simple disclosure on that instead of changing the whole circular which was 
a bureaucratic burden. These would incentivize the IPOs in Turkey. 

Currently in BIST there are around 8-9 companies about to go public. Relatively sizable and large compa-
nies which could add up to 3-4 billion dollars. 

Between 2000 and 2009 the average number of IPOs per year was 9 in Turkey. Between 2010 and 2013 it 
increased to 24, showing good investor sentiments and performance of companies like Mavi with good 
records. 

Average capital raised by companies via IPO between 2010 and 2013 was 2 billion dollars per year. 

It is also academically proven that especially in the emerging markets when companies go public, the 
VC and PE backed companies perform better. 

There are therefore good opportunity in the public markets for VCs and PEs and more IPO exits are              
expected. 

Recep Bildik
Director of Research and Business, Borsa İstanbul
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In LSE total number of listed companies are also declining in time. Part of this had been a healthy natu-
ral evolution and because of consolidation. Part of it happened due to the quantum of late stage private 
capital that PEs has made the companies stay private for longer. 

LSE is trying to spread the message that the public markets can do a lot for the companies wherever they 
chose to be listed. 

There was a period right across Europe where PE and VC was not quite welcome for pension funds and it 
was a bit of a stand-off and lack of trust between the PE as a seller and the pension fund and institutional 
investor as a buyer. That has very much been dissipated and this year the volumes were greater.

There is about to be the 100th IPO in LSE this year. Will raise nearly US$ 20 billion. PE had been the 15% of 
that. It is a smaller percentage as compared to 2014 and 2015 but it has been a pretty constructive year. 
Why? A lot of the ingredients you need for a successful IPO market are intact. Secondary markets are at 
close to all-time record high levels. Volatilities are low. So now is not a bad time to think about public 
markets. 

Of course it is not for everyone. You have to have the right management team, and you need to be able 
to present with confidence your plan you’re going to deliver. That is truer now than ever. Despite the fact 
that funds have capital to put to work there has to be right stories and the right price.  

LSE has been very active in Turkey this year. Dominos made LSE extremely proud. It was the 3rd Dominos 
franchise listed in the LSE after the UK and Poland. 

There are two rules when you are going to an IPO: 
 
1. Don’t miss your numbers
2. DON’T MISS YOUR NUMBERS!

The debate between going public in BIST or LSE is a very personal one from company to company. London 
offers some interesting aspects as an alternative to the local market. Quite a lot of what LSE has been 
doing in Turkey is actually complementary to BIST. 

Partnership announced this week between LSE and Tukonfed is an elite program for SMEs where many 
are expected to find their way to BIST and not to London. 

The entrepreneurial spirit in this market and the exiting SMEs that are coming though now are exciting 
developments. Not all will go to the public markets and yet not all will be appropriate for an IPO, but in 
terms of a solution in long term permanent capital, not just the IPOs by the way but markets can be a 
solution. London and Istanbul have slightly different flavors but they both try to do the same thing.  

Tom Attenborough
Head of International Business Development, Primary Markets, 
London Stock Exchange Group (LSEG)
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M&A may bring you full exit at once. Which is of course a priority. 

But IPO investors value growth more than M&A investors. And they also give credit to you for the                 
emerging market consumer story. 

If you have a good management team, you have premium for that. 

You may find that you can sell less in public markets and get the same money as you would get from 
a full exit via M&A. And still have the upside for the remaining stake. Last bit is much easier as it was 
observed in the case of Dogtas. 

So both routes should be considered seriously. 

Seymur Tarı
CEO, Turkven

IPOs vs M&As for exit; and relationship with partners during exits:

Relationship with your partners and founding members are more important from all practical purposes 
at exits whichever route you take, but without the legal rights properly defined, it is not possible to make 
business.  

Burak Dalgın
Managing Director, Darby
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GP PANEL INVESTMENT & MANAGEMENT 
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GP PANEL INVESTMENT & MANAGEMENT HIGHLIGHTS 

• Panelists were generally happy with their activities 
in Turkey and considered investing in the country 
despite their mutual concern in currency volatility. 
It was underlined that no matter how difficult the cli-
mate or the markets were, good investments could 
be made and the investee companies could always 
be successfully exited. 

• Abraaj, Actis and SEAF positioned themselves as glo-
bal allocator of capital for the investors, where ADM 
acted more regional. Is Private Equity was one of the 
oldest and the only publicly listed Turkish GP whe-
re it manages only Is Bank’s capital, whereas Taxim 
was a recently established local GP with its fund to 
be closed in few weeks.   

• ADM Capital operating in the SME market, has ge-
nerally been investing as a minority investor. The 
institution thinks that Turkey has become an attra-
ctive market with recent decrease in the valuations.       
Political uncertainties effected the sentiments of the 
clients negatively but these challenges were over-
comable.    

• Taxim Capital was the newest fund in Turkey founded 
in 2016. The company believed that Turkey presen-
ted good stories regarding investments but admitted 
about the fundraising difficulties. It was mentioned 
that it took more than 2 years for first closings for 
the funds. Thanked DFIs for their continued support 
during Turkey’s difficult conjuncture. 

• While some funds invested majority, Is believed a 
majority share was not necessary to control compa-
nies. Is had 11 exits to date and 10 of them were mi-
nority exits so Is was able to exit their minority deals 
successfully.

• It was a collective alignment that there was defini-
tely a need for PE capital in Turkey since capital was 
scarce. The institutions observed great potential in 
PE and VC investments in the SME market despite 
challenges in Turkey. It was generally agreed that 
it was a good market for buyers nowadays. Further, 
Turkey being in a unique place with a dynamic SME 
market, it holds a great potential for investors but 
the SMEs should adapt themselves to the standards 
to receive investments.

• Funds stated that Turkey was in a wonderful position 
for regional consolidation with its sophistication of 
the entrepreneurs and ability in deploying techno-
logy.  

• The Abraaj Group was at the second generation pha-
se of investments in Turkey. The institution recent-
ly invested in 3 businesses one of which was an 
e-commerce business. Abraaj bought into a minority 
position in one of the mid cap but fast growing banks 
as well. 

• Is Private Equity who tends to focus on SMEs and 
family businesses, creating a VC fund as a new di-
vision under Is Group. The newly raised funds will 
be launched in 2018. The institution observes a great 
potential and huge pipeline coming from the VC side.

• Energy and renewable energy fields were exciting 
and likely to attract investors. 

• It was concluded that the perceived risks could be 
overcome with more support by the State by giving 
more assurances to the international community. 
The FDIs coming to Turkey was much lower than any 
other EMs according to benchmarks, where it was 
agreed that Turkey deserved more.”

Panelists discussed the investment and management environment in Turkey and in the region.                    
The highlights were as follows:
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Remarks on the recent investment environment; majority vs minority investments:

Business as usual. Abraaj raised their Turkey specific fund about 2,5 years ago and deploying that since 
then. It is going in the right direction and Abraaj is very pleased with their current investments. 

And there will be a couple of more in 2017. And then there will be the period, which Abraaj likes as the 
portfolio management period to grow businesses. It is an exciting period for Abraaj. 

Is PE does both majority and minority investments as a growth equity fund. But majority of the portfolio 
is minority deals. 

However, when Is does a minority investment, they try to act almost like a majority partner by trying to 
get some strong reserved matters and exit rights. These further include rights to change top manage-
ments. In some portfolio companies with minority stakes, even the boards were controlled jointly. 

Is believes a majority share is not necessary to control companies. Controls can be achieved via getting 
proper management rights as well as exit rights. 

Is had 11 exits to date and 10 of them were minority exits so Is was able to exit their minority deals         
successfully. 

Selçuk Yorgancıoğlu
Partner, Head of Turkey and Central Asia, The Abraaj Group

Murat Özgen
CEO, Is Private Equity
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Challenges in fund raising:

Market has changed since ADM came to Turkey in 2005. ADM operates more in the SME/mid-cap sector 
and very similarly tend to invest as a minority investor. So the exit strategy is usually a strategic sell, or 
sell back to your partner. 

Things have not been easy in Turkey. Fundraising has not been easy especially lately. Investors have 
hard time relating to visa crisis for example, where Americans won’t be able to travel to Turkey. And this 
comes to ADM in the middle of its fundraising activity in the US though there was interest. So it is a bit 
depressing. 

But these things are overcomable. The market is attractive. Valuations are coming down, there is no 
doubt about it. Liquidity is getting scarcer because probably over extended in the last 3-4 years. There is 
opportunity and it is a good year generally for buyers. 

Taxim Capital is a new comer to the market and the fundraising was closed in July 2016, just 13 days 
after the unfortunate incident we all know. The fundraising had been extremely difficult. Ups and downs.                          
Nevertheless it was achieved. 

If you look at the past 6-7 years, Taxim was the first new fund to be established above a certain threshold 
of 100 million euros. 

Turkey on the one hand, presents a very good story where a GP could create for LPs, but on the other there 
are obstacles. As can be seen from the EMPEA survey, Turkey lies at the 10th amongst the 10 largest EMs 
in terms of LP preference. 

It took Taxim 2.5 years to get to a first closing. LPs appreciate the time and resources put together by 
the GP and their belief in the story, but still the geopolitical and political factors can get ahead of the                
opportunity. 

But the job here is to keep telling the story; exits like Turkven’s and the like. Numbers speak for                     
themselves and GPs need to continue to keep numbers speaking for themselves. 

There is definitely a need for PE capital in Turkey because capital is scarce. And when you look at the 
statistics, we get 0.01% of GDP as PE. As GPs create great returns for LPs, fundraisings will be easier and 
hopefully the macro conjuncture will help in the future.  

To complete the fundraising subject from a GP perspective, as a factual statement if it weren’t for the 
DFIs there would have been no first time funds in Turkey in this current conjuncture and friends and 
colleagues in EBRD, IFC, DEG, FMO, EIF etc. deserves special thanks. Without them the fundraising would 
have been extremely difficult.

Anthony Stalker
Partner and Chief Investment Officer, ADM Capital

Serkan Kızıl
Co-founder and Managing Partner, Taxim Capital Private Equity
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Comparative Analysis of the Turkish scenery with other emerging markets i.e. China, 
India, Central & Eastern Europe and the like:

Turkey is in a wonderful position for regional consolidation. The sophistication level of the                                                
entrepreneurs, the ability in deploying technology, leading the technology is great. SEAF sees entrepre-
neurs in our countries in Asia, Caucasus but there is always a silver lining to the cloud. 

Looking at the demographics, the ability of Turkey to for the multinationals as a hub to the Middle East, 
Turkey is an extremely important country to be present.

Hubertus van der Vaart
CEO and Co-Founder, SEAF

As a reminder, the EMPEA LP survey was conducted in April, before all the exits of Turkven and 
similar investments like Abraaj. So it may change in 2018 for the better and Turkey will start 
climbing up in the ladder. There is big opportunity right now for that.

Barış Öney
Founder and Managing Partner, Globalturk Capital and EMPEA Turkey Representative
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Over the last 12 years or so Actis raised over US$ 12 billion of capital mainly through global funds and 
over the last decade or so it increasingly migrated to a global fund structure. Much because Actis has 
seen countries falling in and out of favor. 

Actis positions itself as a global allocator of capital and this has become its business model. Its most     
recent fund, the fourth fund was an energy fund of close to US$ 3 billion. And it is currently being               
deployed.  

Actis’s core markets historically have been Central and South America, Africa and South Asia, like China 
and they are increasing in Southeast Asia. But with more funds on the management, Actis has also been 
involved in some of the smaller countries in the world. 

One of the attractions of Turkey compared to Mexico, Brazil, India and so on, from a global fund                        
perspective is that, there is an opportunity for Actis to repeat transactions. One of the challenges for       
Actis is to avoid the concentration risk and therefore opening up a new front like Turkey also helps on 
that. It seems like Turkey would be a large market in Actis’ portfolio going forward. 

Most specifically for Turkey, the fundamentals are good. But investors have got burned though currency 
devaluation having invested in dollars. On the contrary borrowing in dollars is creating an opportunity 
for funds like Actis to get engaged. So there is optimism. 

Actis is moving forward and doing due diligence on one asset now which is expected to be a  successful 
investment. 

David Grylls
Partner, Actis
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Current Investment Activity:

Abraaj is at their second generation of investing in Turkey. It’s first investment was in 2008, and they’ve 
exited from all those investments by 2013. This shows no matter how difficult the climate or the markets 
are, a good company can always be exited. 

Abraaj has realized very profitable exits even in the middle of the most serious crises times in Turkey. So 
if you do a good job in investing any portfolio you always do successful exits. The pricing and competitive 
tension you built among potential buyers is always the challenge in difficult markets. But good compa-
nies always find buyers. Especially consider that here is a country of 80 million people. Average age 29. 
Abraaj invested in 3 companies from its last fund. One of them is an e-commerce business in the country.

 It is in its second year. The other one was buying into a minority position in one of the mid cap but fast 
growing banks. They have such a good management very good governance. The third one is the largest 
logistics business in the country with sophisticated services ranging from cold chain to fashion. They are 
one of the largest players in Europe as well. So these 3 businesses have kept Abraaj very busy. Hoping to 
continue with the trend. 

Selçuk Yorgancıoğlu
Partner, Head of Turkey and Central Asia, The Abraaj Group

Is Group is one of the largest local LPs in Turkey supporting Is PE only. 

Is is looking to raise two new funds under a new umbrella, which was recently established. One is an 
equity fund and the other is a VC fund. 

The VC side is a new territory for Is. Is decided to get into this business since through the Isbank it is 
observed that there is a great potential and huge pipeline coming from the VC side. Though it will be a 
challenge, Is has quite an experienced team and actually has been looking into VC opportunities for the 
last 2 years. 

Is plans to really do the same thing that it does currently in Is PE. Within the first quarter Is plans to see 
its first transaction under the new umbrella. As a CMB regulated company, CMB approval is necessary to 
raise this fund. So that is the first goal. 

Murat Özgen
CEO, Is Private Equity
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Portfolio Management Aspects: 

ADM tends to be a minority investor and it works with smaller companies. That creates certain                         
challenges. And further ADM invests also in distressed companies who are in financial stress. 

In situations like that of course before investment most company owners commit to do pretty much 
anything to get funding. There is a very different relationship in before and after, meaning it requires a 
lot of effort after the investment. 

Typically funds are walking in investing in someone’s business which has been founded by their fathers 
or grandfathers. There is a certain amount of a) pride, b) a specific way of doing things. Pride is a good 
thing. But sometimes, a specific way of doing things is not such a good thing. And you have to move 
people gently in their place. The key is you have to approach every one you deal with a huge amount 
of respect no matter what the problem they have at the time. If you can be in a place where you can             
collectively got to the same decision at the same time, I think you really have achieved what you are 
always striving to do which gives a great satisfaction at the end. 

ADM sold a business 3 weeks after the coup attempt, and had to decide on the SPA two days after 
the coup happened. Slightly painful at the time but to be fair the company was sold to a very large                                    
Mexican conglomerate. The company owner negotiated ferociously to get the business at a higher price. 
It was a good sale, good for the country, good for everybody. It sure was a challenge.

Anthony Stalker
Partner and Chief Investment Officer, ADM Capital
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Portfolio management is a very dynamic experience. The relationship with the entrepreneur is important 
and you have to have the legal rights and the legal rights have their own journey in every country. 

When you have entrepreneurs who see the change in technology, when they see importance of what’s 
happening in the world, internationalization etc., they will be inclined more to talk about it with you. And 
certainly Turks have been very international, Turkish Airline flying to more cities than any liner had a 
positive effect on that also. 

What’s happening in Turkey, in Serbia, in Colombia or anywhere else, SMEs have to adapt to the market 
as the rest of the world and that’s happening in Turkey now.
 
Growth is a requirement to survive, and it requires capital. And ultimately companies are urged to look 
for an investor especially when their competitors are partnering with PEs. You can see this demonstra-
tion effect. SEAF benefited from good entrepreneurs who see these changes. They’ve got to step up to it.

Many of SEAF’s investments are early stage companies. Companies require increased transparency, 
financial controls and at the same time understand the global conversion benchmarks. If they hit those, 
then they become very attractive for exits. And we work closely with our portfolio on that. 

Hubertus van der Vaart
CEO and Co-Founder, SEAF

Taxim made 3 investments so far and there are some in the pipeline. Taxim’s strategy                   
going forward is to buy majority shares. Big Chef’s was a minority, but Netcad and Suwen were     
majority investments. They are all doing well. 

From 2010 to 2016 period Turkey never had contraction in terms of economy. When on the 
ground, you see gems, jewel like companies, and Taxim targets more of those investments. 

Serkan Kızıl
Co-founder and Managing Partner, Taxim Capital Private Equity

We’re seeing a lot of south-south transactions in Turkey recently. ADM sold its company to a Mexican 
company, Darby sold a Turkish company to an Indian company. Last year it was the chicken company 
being sold to a Brazilian company. 

Barış Öney
Founder and Managing Partner, Globalturk Capital and EMPEA Turkey Representative
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ESG and responsible investing trends: 

Actis has full alignment in their investments between adopting best practices and value. Fundamental-
ly Actis is passionate about the view of having governance, safety standards and social safeguards in 
place, right through the beginning to exit as a core value driver. This actually helps you get an additional 
value for that at exit. 

In addition there is an increasing trend in the LPs, not just DFIs, but also pension funds and others, where 
they are increasing the pressures on such standards. They want to know where their money is going and 
the standards you’re applying. This trend is actually an opportunity for GPs who have high standards like 
the ones in the panel. 

PE industry is driving these standards in the world. So GPs can take the leadership with their fund              
raisings in their next rounds.   

David Grylls
Partner, Actis

These standards are being applied more in emerging markets more especially to achieve sustainable 
growth, you have to have positive impact on the society whether it is clean energy or renewable energy 
that is what is exciting people. 

Investors are also looking for quantifying their returns through impact investing. European countries are 
highly penetrated markets compared to EMs. 

Raising money in the EMs having an impact, connects with a lot of investors. Doing the right thing by 
impact investing in the emerging markets, attracts more capital today than before. 

Hubertus van der Vaart
CEO and Co-Founder, SEAF
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Concluding Remarks

Markets had been difficult lately but it doesn’t change the performance of the underlying companies 
funds invested in and wish to invest in. 

Turkey is full of missed opportunities by foreign investors, like not investing when they had the chance 
and then missed the boat. Many such companies grew a lot and became profitable export hubs for the 
region. 

That is the moral of the story.  

Selçuk Yorgancıoğlu
Partner, Head of Turkey and Central Asia, The Abraaj Group

Is invests in SMEs. The only cure for SMEs are the PEs. Alternative financings, bank loans, even issuing 
corporate bonds are extremely hard. They need help beyond equity, like corporate governance, better 
management systems and debt management, which PE can bring to the table. 

99% of the companies in Turkey are SMEs, but they get 25% of the bank loans. The cure is clear.                         
Government is aware of this fact. If you have the right target you can make good money. 

Murat Özgen
CEO, Is Private Equity
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The greater the opportunity the more people will be attracted to it. Turkey has a unique environment, 
some good some bad but it is a great environment. 

We can’t control the geopolitical agenda. But we can ask the government for assurance to support us.

Anthony Stalker
Partner and Chief Investment Officer, ADM Capital

Anthony Stalker
Partner and Chief Investment Officer, ADM Capital

Investing in a high growth country is a fun job. Funds help companies to grow faster and to be efficient. 
Naturally they do help the economy. 

It would be important to overcome the perceived risks through more support by the State.  The more 
assurances given to the international community, the better it is. Because in any of the statistic you look 
at, the FDIs coming in Turkey is much lower than any other EMs.  Turkey deserves more. 

Serkan Kızıl
Co-founder and Managing Partner, Taxim Capital Private Equity

Adaptability and entrepreneurship are the two words Turkey can be defined for private equity.                             
Many places are lot worse than Turkey in terms of macros. PEs own adaptability is also important and 
don’t think PEs can complain. 

Hubertus van der Vaart
CEO and Co-Founder, SEAF
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INTERVIEW
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INTERVIEW HIGHLIGHTS 

• Political instability is everywhere, including Europe 
and the US. While the right wing political movements 
are rising, there is a shift in the dynamics of the          
international affairs.

• US now is being governed by an interesting presi-
dent and economic and political moves of US should 
be observed closely. 

• The right wing movements or uprisings reveal them-
selves through Brexit, the events in Catalonia etc.

• Middle East is becoming slippery with the rising ten-
sions between Saudi Arabia and Iran as well as Is-
rael’s moves to change its capital city. If something 
happens between these states, it could have serious 
adverse effects in the region. 

• It’s hard to make any predictions related to the re-
gion that Turkey’s in but Turkey’s economic history 
had always been strong. Whatever investors put into 
the Turkish market, they always got returns on their 
investments long term.   

Küntay and Tan discussed on the recent geopolitical events in the world, Turkey and its region.
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Views on the geopolitics:

First,  I must say, this event is an outstanding event. 

People dealing with the economy talk about foreign currencies, but as a political scientist we look at 
things differently. There was never a stability in the world. Last year on December 15, President Trump 
got elected. Many people were shocked and discussing whether there will be a wall in between Mexico 
and US or not. DAEŞ was in the Middle East, Macron wasn’t the president etc.

Today there is the issue of moving the capitol of Israel. The right wing moves are effecting not only the 
economy but the life style of all the people. I am not talking about just the Middle East or Russia. Look at 
Catalonia, Brexit and Ireland issues. 

So this is my wrap up: If any one can predict what might happen in the near future, God bless you. It was 
easier during the cold war time. Now every day the dynamics are shifting. 

But when I look at the history for Turkey, my opinion is that whatever you invest, you get your money 
back with good returns in the long term. 

Assoc. Prof. Dr.Burak Küntay
The President of the School of Government and Leadership and Founding President of 
the American Studies Center, Bahçeşehir University

Everyone sees, we have a different world now, than what we knew of. Since my departure from the fo-
reign service 3 years ago, many things have happened. Looking at our region where Turkey is, so many 
things have changed. 

In international affairs if I ask you to draw a circle you can. But if I ask you to draw a proper one you need 
to use a device. 

People are drawing their own circles. Despite the challenges brought by the circles Turkey is doing 
well. Of course it is not easy. We are not angels, we all make mistakes sometimes. I am trying to be as              
diplomatic as a diplomat, I believe the US is run by an interesting character. 

Who is making the decisions in the US now? State Department? Parliament? Pentagon? Not very clear.

In Europe it is the same. Brexit for example? What is this fundamentalism we deal with? Opportunism 
and populism in Europe and elsewhere.  

If we look at Turkey we have a robust and a resilient economy. Still like that. Think of any other country 
who went through things Turkey had. It is not easy. But we should be cautious.

Namık Tan
Former Ambassador of Republic of Turkey to the U.S.
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Views on the developments in the Middle East:

We used to know what was going on in the White House, in the Parliament in the past. Even technically 
when the Cold War was over, still things were going smoothly. In Europe issues were going through the 
EU perspective. The leadership of the western democracies were in the hands of the US and Europe. In 
the world, moral leadership is very important. If you’ll be a moral leader you should be moral; ethical and  
equal. But we can’t see that any more. 

Another thing that really scares me is the strong right wing moves in Europe and the rise of populism. 
In the US as well. It was common in the other parts of the world but was not in Europe. Is really worrying 
me. Because these two used to carry the wisdom and democracy. The values of the democratic world is 
shaking. 

I see a big thunder coming to the Middle East. It is slippery. Especially the crisis every day that is                                    
raising between Saudi Arabia and Iran. Things happening in Yemen and Syria are worrisome. And if such       
conflicts elevate, it could have serious adverse effects in the region. 

Also nuclear threat. Not likely but important. 

The rise of populism in Europe is really worrisome. These parts of the world were carrying democracy.     
If that part of the world shakes other regions shake too. 

Globalization is a nice word but it requires international law, equality, respect etc. International law is 
the most important. But today the law is there if you are powerful, which shouldn’t be the case.

Assoc. Prof. Dr.Burak Küntay
The President of the School of Government and Leadership and Founding President of 
the American Studies Center, Bahçeşehir University

There are roughly 57 Muslim majority countries around the world. Turkey is one of them. This is almost 
like the entire UN? But not enough weight in the international arena. So another prediction would be that 
we see some religious contentious issues in the world. 

Religious extremism is a big problem. It is going to be a big problem in the future too. And Turkey could 
be a key to that. 

What makes Turkey different? Turkey has a vibrant economy, it is a democracy, is a secular country 
and has a functioning market economy. It has integration with all other international institutions.                     
And Turkey can be a good example as a Muslim majority country, to the rest of the world. 

Namık Tan
Former Ambassador of Republic of Turkey to the U.S.
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PARTICIPATING FIRMS - LONDON
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• Asante Capital Group
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BIOGRAPHIES

Mehmet Şimşek serves as a Deputy Prime Minister for economic 
affairs. He previously served as the Minister of Finance (2009-15), 
and as the Minister of Economy (2007-09).Mr. Şimşek has formula-
ted fiscal policy which has helped Turkey recover strongly from the 
global financial crisis. He has also undertaken far reaching reforms 
including simplification of tax regulations, enhancing taxpayers’ 
rights, and combatting shadow economy. Before entering politics, 
he worked for Merrill Lynch in London for seven years as an econo-
mist and strategist, and later on as the head of Fixed Income Stra-
tegy and Macroeconomic Research for the emerging EMEA region.                           
Mr Şimşek holds a B.S. in Economics from Ankara University, and an 
M.Phil degree in Finance and Investments from Exeter University, UK.

Mr Şimşek, who was born in 1967 in a small village in Batman, is 
married, and has twin girls, and a boy. He is fluent in Turkish, English 
and Kurdish. DPM Şimşek was nominated as one of the 500 most powerful people on the planet by Foreign Policy in 
2013, and awarded as the “Finance Minister of the Year for Emerging Europe 2013” by Emerging Markets magazine.

President of the World Association of Investment Promotion Agencies 
(WAIPA), President of the Investment Support and Promotion Agency 
of Turkey (ISPAT), Arda Ermut started his professional career at the 
Prime Ministry of Turkey in 2005, working as a Media and Public Rela-
tions Consultant at the Prime Ministry office in Istanbul. 

He took over the position of Project Director with the establishment 
of ISPAT in 2007 under the auspices of the Prime Ministry, and prog-
ressed through various leadership roles at the Agency. Following his 
promotion to the position of ‘Chief Project Director’ in 2010, he led 
teams in charge of the Middle East and Southeast Asia regions. 

Prior to his appointment as President, Mr. Ermut held the ‘Senior Ad-
visor to the President’ and ‘Vice President’ titles and was serving as 
the head of the Public-Private Partnership Department at ISPAT.  By 
taking the helm at ISPAT, Arda Ermut also assumed the Presidency of the World Association of Investment Promotion 
Agencies (WAIPA), the umbrella organization that covers 170 national and regional investment promotion agencies 
from 130 countries. Mr. Ermut is a Board Member of the airline company, SunExpress. He holds a BA degree in Poli-
tical Science and International Relations from Bogazici University and is fluent in English.

Mehmet Şimşek, 
Deputy Prime Minister

Arda Ermut, 
President, The Investment Support and Promotion Agency of Turkey (ISPAT)
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Hassan El-Khatib is currently the Managing Director, Equity at the 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, overlooking 
the Bank direct investments, Equity Funds, Equity Participation Fund 
and the Equity Portfolio management Unit. 

EBRD direct and indirect equity portfolio covers 37 countries within 
the EBRD region, 110 Funds and 200 direct investments, with an ave-
rage portfolio value of €6-7 billion. From June 2012 to March 2014, 
ElKhatib was the Director of the Southern Eastern Mediterranean 
Region, Industry Commerce and Agribusiness at EBRD, responsible 
for opening and building EBRD investments in the new region in the 
corporate sector. Prior to Joining EBRD and between February 2007 
and June 2012, Mr Elkhatib was Managing Director, the Carlyle Group, 
The MENA Fund, overlooking investments in North Africa and Levant.   
Before joining Carlyle and between 2001-2006, Elkhatib was Mana-
ging Partner of EFG-Hermes Private Equity, a leading investment bank in the Middle East with operations in Egypt, 
UAE, Saudi Arabia and Lebanon. 

Mr. ElKhatib managed and raised several funds under EFG, with AUM of around $1.0 billion, both generalist and 
sector focused funds with investments in Egypt, Jordan and Turkey. With 29 years of experience of which 27 years 
are of direct Private equity and investment banking experience, Mr. ElKhatib had been through all stages of direct 
investments; fundraising, investing, value creation and exit realization primarily in North Africa, Turkey and Central 
Eastern Europe. 

Mr. ElKhatib had served as board member in numerous boards that cover insurance, industry, pharmaceutical, tou-
rism, real estate, oil and gas, telecommunication and textiles.

Colman Deegan is CEO of Vodafone Turkey since September 2016.   
Prior to this role, he most recently served as Chief Financial Officer 
of Vodafone Italia, one of the largest markets of the Vodafone Group. 

Mr. Deegan has been with   Vodafone since he joined Group Finance 
team in 1998. Subsequently, he held Group Head of M&A role from 
2007 to 2011 and then served as the CFO of Vodafone India from 
2011 to 2014, where he contributed significantly to the company’s 
strong business growth performance. Deegan is the Chairman of 
M-TOD   (Mobile Telecommunication Operators Association), member 
of YASED (International Investors Association) and TÜSİAD (Turkish            
Industry and Businessmen Association).

Colman Deegan holds Bachelor of Business Studies from Dublin      
University, Trinity College. He is married with 3 children.

Hassan El-Khatib,
Managing Director - Equities, EBRD

Colman Deegan,
CEO, Vodafone Turkey
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Burak Küntay was born in Ankara in 1979. After graduating from Istek Foundation’s Bilge Kagan High School he 
moved to the United States for his B.A. degree. He received his B.A. degree from Florida Atlantic University on Politi-
cal Science and his M.A. degree on International Relations from the 
same University. He received a PhD degree on Political Science and 
International Relations. He has pursued academic studies on vari-
ous subjects but especially on American government system, U.S. 
foreign policy and the Middle East politics. After interning in the oce 
of U.S. Senator Bill Nelson he worked as a member of the Board of 
Trustee and Foundation Council at Florida Atlantic University. Burak 
Küntay is the President of the School of Government and Leadership 
and Founding President of the American Studies Center of Bahçese-
hir University. Besides being a faculty member of the Department of 
Political Science and International Relations, he is the Dean of the 
Graduate School of Social Sciences. He is also an advisor to the Pre-
sident of the University. He is also a foreign policy advisor of NTV and 
a columnist at Hürriyet daily news. He is a board member of Ameri-
can-Turkish Council (ATC) and the Chairman of Education Committee 
of ATC. He is also a member of the executive committees of Turkey-U.S. Business Council (TAIK), Turkey-Canada Bu-
siness Council and Turkey-Central America and Caribbean Business Council, which are all part of Foreign Economic 
Relations Board (DEIK)

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Burak Küntay,
The President of the School of Government and Leadership and Founding President of the American   
Studies Center, Bahçesehir University

Ambassador Namık Tan was appointed Ambassador of Turkey to the United States in February 2010. Prior to this 
appointment, Ambassador Tan was Deputy Undersecretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, responsible for bila-
teral political affairs and public diplomacy. He was previously Ambassador of Turkey to Israel from 2007 to 2009.                  
Ambassador Tan joined the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 
1982. After working in the Department of Maritime Affairs, he was 
posted to   Moscow as Second Secretary from 1984 to 1987.He then 
spent two years as First Secretary in Abu Dhabi. After returning to 
Turkey, Mr. Tan served as the Deputy Chief of Cabinet to the Turkish 
President until 1991. He was later assined to the Turkish Embassy 
in Washington, where he served as Counselor from 1991 to 1995 and 
First Counselor from 1997 to 2001. Between these assignments, Mr. 
Tan served as Chief of Cabinet to the Turkish Foreign Minister. Upon 
his return to Turkey in 2001, he first served as Head of the Depart-
ment for the Americas, and was subsequently named Head of the 
Information Department in 2002. He went on to serve as the spokes-
man for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs from 2004 to 2007 Born in 1956, 
Ambassador Tan holds a law degree from Ankara University.Ambas-
sador and Mrs. Fügen Tan have two children. As of March 31st 2014, 
Ambassador Tan completed his duties in Washington D.C and returned to Turkey to retire. He is currently serving as 
a Board Member to three different companies in the private sector.

Namık Tan,
Former Ambassador of Republic of Turkey to the U.S.
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Ahmet Burak Dağlıoğlu was born in 1985, graduated from Bogazi-
ci University, Economics department in 2009 and completed MA           
degree in Strategic Marketing and Brand Management at Bahcesehir         
University.

He worked for Vezir Consultancy as project assistant and junior        
consultant (2006-2008) and TDA Consultancy as junior consultant 
(2008-2009) during undergraduate studies.

Since 2010, he has been working for the Investment Support and       
Promotion Agency of Turkey (ISPAT). He had responsibilities in teams 
in charge of Gulf Countries, India, Japan and USA. He was appointed 
as Head of Department in May, 2015. He speaks English and Turkish.

Ahmet Burak Dağlıoğlu,
Vice President, Investment Support and Promotion Agency (ISPAT)
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ORGANIZERS

Barış Öney has over 30 years of worldwide and diverse experience in the areas of pre and post investment mana-
gement, private equity, mergers & acquisitions and IPOs. His qualifications extends to strategic, managerial and 
financial advisory as a CEO, CFO, board member/advisor, investment banker, corporate finance advisor, strategic/
international business development manager and as a project manager and engineer. 

As the Founder and Managing Partner of Globalturk Capital, he has 
been acting as a venture partner for Turkish companies in capital 
raising from private equity investors or strategic buyers and staying 
as a co-investor in companies after the investments are realized. 
He has further managed more than 100 cross-border M&A, private 
equity, IPO, privatization, due diligence and valuation projects on the 
sell and buy side for clients, both large conglomerates and small to 
mid-market companies. Prior to establishing Globalturk Capital, his 
assignments covered setting up and/or managing investment ban-
king/corporate finance advisory practices in three of the most renow-
ned financial institutions: Deloitte (Partner), Yapi Kredi Yatirim (acting 
AGM) and TSKB (Director), and the strategic /international business 
development – M&A Department of the Turkcell Group (Group Head). 

He also acted as a project manager, project engineer and advisor in 
numerous projects in the oil and gas and chemicals sector i.e. P&G, Fluor Daniel, TPAO and Genel Energy. Barış Öney 
holds a MSc. Degree from the U. of Texas at Austin as a Fulbright scholar; a BSc. Degree from the Middle East Tech-
nical University; and a Corporate Finance Diploma from The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England & Wales 
– ICAEW. He further holds a Management and Corporate Finance Certificates from the University of Tulsa and the New 
York Institute of Finance. He is a graduate of TED Ankara Koleji.

Apart from his Board Membership at Tempo Call Center and Sistem 9 Medya Digital Signage Company, Barış Öney 
currently serves at the Executive and Advisory Boards of numerous other companies and leading business                            
organizations in Turkey and abroad. He is also EMPEA’s Country Representative in Turkey.

Barış Öney, 
Founder and Managing Partner, Globalturk Capital and EMPEA Turkey Representative

Jeffrey Leonard is the President and CEO of Global Environment Fund 
(GEF), one of the most experienced and most successful private equ-
ity firms dedicated exclusively to investments in the energy and en-
vironment sectors. Founded in 1990, GEF has invested approximately 
$1.0 billion in companies operating in these sectors worldwide.

Dr. Leonard is a board member of the Emerging Markets Private Equ-
ity Association (EMPEA), a global organization that promotes priva-
te equity and venture capital investment in emerging markets; the 
National Council for Science and the Environment (NCSE); the New 
America Foundation, which focuses on critical global and domestic 
policy challenges; and Eniware, the provider of portable, power-inde-
pendent medical instrument sterilization for surgical care in the developing world. 

Jeffrey Leonard,
Board Member, Former Chairman of EMPEA and
President of Global Environment Fund (GEF)
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Mark Kenderdine-Davies, a British national, is General Counsel of 
CDC Group plc (CDC). CDC, established by HM Government in 1948 and 
the world’s oldest development finance institution, invests debt and 
equity in private sector businesses in Africa and Asia. Mark joined 
CDC in 2006 from Gartmore Investment Management plc where he 
was Legal Counsel focusing on private equity and other alternative 
investments. Prior to that, he was Legal Counsel at Threadneedle As-
set Management Limited. From 1994 to 2002, HYMark lived in Vietnam 
working in Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and Myanmar as General Coun-
sel/Senior Investment Executive at Indochina Asset Management Li-
mited, the manager of two private equity funds, and as Executive Di-
rector of an investment company. Before the move to Vietnam, Mark 
was a partner at a London law firm. Mark has an LLB (Hons) from the 
University of Liverpool and an MBA from the University of Chicago 
Booth School Of Business.

Mark is admitted to practice as a solicitor of the Supreme Court of England and Wales. Mark is also a Member of the 
Legal and Regulatory Committee of the African Venture Capital Association.

Mark Kenderdine-Davies, 
EMPEA Board Member and General Counsel, CDC Group plc

Dr. Leonard is Chairman of the Board of The Washington Monthly and Chairman of the Board of CityYear (Washington, 
D.C.). He is a founding board member and Chairman Emeritus of the Board of Beacon House Community Ministry, a 
not-for-profit organization dedicated to improving the lives of children and their families in northeast Washington, 
D.C. He has previously served as co-chairman of the Clean Technology Venture Network. In 2006–07, Dr. Leonard 
served as Co-Chairman of the energy transition team of Maryland Governor Martin O’Malley, and from 1992 through 
1998, Dr. Leonard was a member of the Hydrogen Technical Advisory Panel to the U.S. Secretary of Energy. He also 
served as a member of the Advisory Board of the U.S.–Brazil Biofuels Partnership.

Dr. Leonard has a PhD from Princeton, an MS Econ from London School of Economics, and an AB magna cum laude 
from Harvard College. He is the author of five books and numerous technical articles relating to global environmen-
tal issues, international trade, energy production, and technology development.

Robert is Global Head of Primary Markets at London Stock Exchange 
Group and CEO of Turquoise, the European multilateral trading fa-
cility majority owned by LSEG in partnership with the user commu-
nity. Prior to joining Turquoise LSEG in 2013, Robert worked at UBS 
for more than 19 years, including as Managing Director Equities and 
founding CEO of UBS MTF. His industry roles include serving 2004-
2009 as   Chairman of the Securities Trading Committee of the London 
Investment Banking Association. Robert holds a BA from Harvard, a 
PhD from Cambridge, and is a Chartered Fellow of the Chartered Ins-
titute for Securities & Investment.

Dr Robert Barnes,
Global Head of Primary Markets and CEO Turquoise, 
London Stock Exchange Group
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Barış Gen is IFC’s Regional Lead covering investments in private    
equity funds in Europe and Central Asia. He represents IFC on the 
advisory boards of Turkven Private Equity and CapMan Russia. 

Previously he was with IFC’s Global Financial Markets Department, 
covering investments in financial institutions in Southeast Europe 
and Turkey, with a focus on equity investments.He holds a BSc in 
Economics from the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania and 
an MBA from London Business School, University of London.

IFC, a member of the World Bank Group, is the largest global                     
development institution focused exclusively on the private sector.                   
Working with private enterprises in more than 100 countries, we 
use our capital, expertise, and influence to help eliminate extreme         
poverty and promote shared prosperity.

Florian Münkle is DEG’s Director for Turkey and the Middle East.       
Florian heads DEG’s Istanbul office and is responsible for all                         
business origination in the region regarding corporates and funds, 
energy, infrastructure and financial sector clients.

Prior to that, Florian worked in structured finance energy/infrastruc-
ture at DEG in Cologne/Germany and within corporate finance / M&A 
at KPMG.”

Barış Gen,
Regional Lead, Private Equity Funds Europe, Middle East & North Africa, IFC

Florian Münkle,
Director Turkey / Middle East, DEG
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Jorrit Dingemans is currently managing one of four teams in the 
private equity department of FMO, the Dutch development bank. The 
team overlooks a portfolio of 72 investments in  funds and co-invest-
ments, spread over Asia and Eastern Europe. 

The two objectives of the team are to manage this portfolio and to 
expand it with the aim to generate both commercial returns as well 
as development impact, in line with FMO’s mission. In over ten years 
at FMO, Jorrit has financed/invested in financial institutions and soy 
traders in Latin America, ports and mines in Africa and funds and 
corporates in Asia and Eastern Europe. Before FMO, he has develo-
ped and built wind farms for Dutch utility Eneco Energy. He holds 
a master in System engineering, policy analysis and Management 
from Delft University in The Netherlands.

Yavuz Kaynar is a Fund Manager at the European Investment Fund 
managing the EUR 200M Turkish Growth and Innovation Fund and 
EUR 160M Istanbul Venture Capital Initiative. 

Prior to EIF, Yavuz was part of EBRD’s EUR 100M Venture Capital Fund, 
financing early and growth stage companies in the region. Before jo-
ining EBRD, Yavuz was the CTO of iLab Ventures, one of Turkey’s lar-
gest Internet investment and portfolio management houses.

Yavuz has extensive experience working with start-ups competing in 
the Internet space as well as Fortune 500 companies developing new 
products to reach wider audiences via the internet. Yavuz received a 
BS degree from University of Virginia in Systems Engineering and an 
MBA from Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Jorrit Dingemans,
Manager Private Equity - Direct Investments, FMO

Yavuz Kaynar,
Fund Manager - Turkish Operations, EIF
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Dr. Çakmakcı has been the Secretary General of TTGV since 2009. TTGV is a not-for-profit public-private entity with a 
mission to support innovation in the Turkish private sector. Since 1991, TTGV managed over half a billion USD in pub-
lic funds, supporting over 1000 projects in industrial R&D. TTGV has 
been active in supporting technology clusters, commercialization of 
the research output, venture capital, technology transfer, clean pro-
duction and energy efficiency in SMEs, managing various activities 
and programs.
 
Dr. Çakmakcı represents TTGV in various private equity and venture 
capital funds and fund of funds. Çakmakcı teaches on technology 
and innovation management in various major universities. His cur-
rent interests include program and policy development on innova-
tion, entrepreneurship and research and technology aspects of the 
industrial policy, regional development in high-tech; growth mana-
gement, business strategy development, execution and business 
development in high-tech companies, particularly start-ups. 
 
Dr. Çakmakcı is a Kauffman Fellow in VC, Class 16. He has a B.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering from METU 
Ankara (1990), a MSc in EE & a Ph.D. with a degree minor in Manufacturing Engineering from Syracuse University, USA 
(1993 and 1998).

Mete Çakmakçı,
Secretary General, TTGV

Alp Keler is the Chief Executive Officer of Ak Asset Management Inc. since 2011. Prior to his present position, he     
served as the CEO of Fortis Investments Turkey and Global Exco member of Fortis Investments between 2006-2011. 
He also served as a board member of ABN AMRO Asset Management 
Inc. in Hong Kong between 2009-2010. Before joining Fortis Invest-
ments Turkey, he was the Chief Investment Officer of Koc Asset Ma-
nagement between 2002-2006. Prior to that, he had worked in several 
positions as a fund manager. He graduated from TED Ankara College. 
He received his BSc. Degree from METU Civil Engineering Department 
and he received an MBA from Bilkent University, the Master of Law 
in Economics (LLM) from Galatasaray University, Management Prog-
ram of Harvard Business School and PhD in banking from Marmara      
University. He served as a lecturer in Marmara University Institute 
of Banking and Insurance between 2008-2011. He is the Chairman 
of TKYD (Turkish Institutional Investment Managers’ Association), a 
board member in EFAMA (European Fund and Asset Management As-
sociation), an audit member and past board member in TSPB (Turkish 
Capital Markets Association) and former president of CFA Society of 
Istanbul.

Alp Keler,
CEO - AK Asset Management
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Cem Sertoglu is an entrepreneur and venture capital investor, focu-
sed on technology ventures in Turkey and CEE since 2006. He is cur-
rently a Partner at Earlybird Digital East Fund in Istanbul. 

His investment highlights include YemekSepeti and GittiGidiyor, the 
two largest exits in Turkish internet, as well as, Hazelcast, Property-
Finder, and Wikimart. Previously, Cem was the Founder & CEO of Sele-
ctMinds (now a part of Oracle) in New York, the global leader in social 
talent management software. One of the social software pioneers, the 
company’s solutions enable the human capital management prog-
rams at some of the world’s largest companies. Prior to founding Se-
lectMinds in 1999, Cem worked as a Strategy Consultant in New York 
for six years. Cem holds a BA in Economics from The University of 
Texas at Austin.

Cem Sertoğlu,
Partner, Early Bird Venture Capital

Cenk Bayrakdar, after numerous management roles in Arçelik between 1994 and 2000, joined Turkcell in 2000. In 
Turkcell, he has cultivated the GSM ecosystem as the Partnering and Content Business Area Division Head until 2006.

He served as the Chief Information Officer of Turkcell Group between 
2006-2009 and led the restructuring of IT processes and mission-c-
ritical operational platforms for the company, including Campaign 
Management, CRM, Billing and Data Warehousing. He also led the es-
tablishment of the core R&D arm of Turkcell Group, Turkcell Tekno-
logy. Following his tenure as the CIO, he served as the Chief New Te-
chnology Businesses Officer between 2009 and 2013, envisioning and 
delivering new lines of businesses for Turkcell’s long-term growth. 

Utilizing experience both in technology and business management; 
he acted as Turkcell’s innovation spearhead and led projects such 
as M2M, Telco 2.0, Mobile Payment, Digital Wallet, Turkcell TV, Turkcell 
branded handsets (T10,T20) and various Internet ventures.  

He left Turkcell in 2013 to found one of the first venture capital funds in Turkey, Revo Capital, focusing on early-stage 
technology opportunities in Turkey and the region. As the Managing Director of Revo, Cenk continues to lead dealflow 
and portfolio management activities.

Under his directorship, Revo Capital has closed a bespoke group of investments that includes Onedio, 8digits, Skyat-
las, Parasut, FIT Solutions, Nuvia, ACL Teslim, Neozeka, Digiform, V-Count, Peoplise, Sinemia, Cardtek, Logiwa.

Cenk Bayrakdar,
Managing Director, Revo Capital    
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Founded in 1993 by Murat Vargı, a prominent Turkish entrepreneur, MV Holding is co-founder of Turkcell, the leading 
GSM operator, and founder and major shareholder of KVK, the leading mobile device distributor in Turkey. The Group 
continues to create value in technology, hospitality and renewable energy sectors.

In addition to being Chairwoman of Gedik GSYO and StartersHub, Ebru 
also serves as Vice-Chairman of KVK, Cardtek and Mind Your Waste 
Foundation, and Board Member of The LifeCo, Women on Board Asso-
ciation and Endeavor Turkey. Ebru has international experience in 
telecoms, financial services and healthcare sectors with responsibi-
lities including P&L management, strategy, marketing, sales, change  
management, M&A and Venture Capital. Ebru started her career in 
1995 at McKinsey & Co. and served in their Istanbul, London, Helsinki 
and Warsaw offices. She worked in investment banking with Gold-
man Sachs and in venture capital with Morgan Stanley in London.

Following 10 years at Orange (France Telecom) as investment ma-
nager in Orange Ventures and as Vice President with pan-European 
roles, Ebru joined Maxis, leading telecom operator in Malaysia, as 
Vice President. She returned to Istanbul after 17 years abroad when 
appointed as Deputy CEO at Acıbadem Healthcare Group. She serves as Executive Board Member and CEO at MV 
Holding since February 2015. Ebru completed her BS in Industrial Engineering at Bosphorus University in 1994, MS 
in Industrial Engineering and Operations Research from University of California at Berkeley in 1995 and MBA from 
Harvard Business School in 1999. 

Ebru Dorman,
CEO, MV Holding and Chairwoman, StartersHub

Elbruz is an Investment Director at 3TS Capital Partners, one of the leading European technology focused private 
equity and venture capital firms.

He focuses on investments in CEE and Turkey where he leads in-
vestments in companies such as Solvoyo – a supply chain optimi-
zation software company; ConveyIQ – an HR Tech company offering 
cloud-based candidate engagement solutions; Safesize – providers 
of omnichannel virtual fitting recommendation platform for footwear 
retailers and Eyerim – regional online eyewear retailer focusing on 
CEE market.

Previously Elbruz worked in various roles in tech companies active 
in software and telecom industries across the US, Europe and Midd-
le East. He co-founded Turkey’s first technology commercialization 
seed fund at Inovent in 2008 and co-launched Galata Business An-
gels network (GBA) in 2010, leading angel investor network in Turkey.

Elbruz Yılmaz,
Investment Director, 3TS Capital Partners
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Mark was founder of the merchant banking group Maizels Westerberg and has since founded a number of busines-
ses in the technology, advisory, financial services and investment sectors. He was Managing Director of the private 
equity firm Doughty Hanson, Chair of LM Glasfiber (the global renewable energy group) and started the African ven-
ture capital firm 8 Miles LLP with Bob Geldof. He has been active in 
policy ideas and campaigns related to social mobility and poverty 
fighting in the UK and across the world.

He co-founded the Centre for Social Justice, the Early Intervention 
Foundation and B Labs (UK). In March 2015, he was appointed to the 
Board of the BBC Trust, and was the Trustee for England for two years. 

Mark was a member of the G8 Social Impact Investment Task Force 
in 2014, and was appointed to the Triennial Review of the Big Lottery 
Fund by the UK Cabinet Office in the same year.

Mark is a leading authority on some of the world’s most entrenched 
socio-economic challenges, speaking widely on reforms that must 
be made to drive improved governance and productivity, and always 
championing the power and social impact of good business. He is the author of the External Rate of Return with the 
London School of Economics. 

He was appointed as a Visiting Senior Fellow at the Institute of Global Affairs, London School of Economics & Political 
Science in November 2016 and a Visiting Professor at the Policy institute, Kings

College London in January 2017.

Current roles include:

   » Hon President, B Corp (UK) Ltd.

   » Life Ambassador, The Centre for Social Justice

   » Chair of Patrons & Ambassadors, Build Africa

   » Trustee, The Commonwealth Education Trust

   » International Advisory Committee, The Paleo-Anthropology Scientific Trust

   » Visiting Senior Fellow, LSE IGA

   » Visiting Professor Policy Institute, King’s College London

Speaking on:

The next 25 years – changes coming from technology and artificial intelligence, demographics, migration and the 
ever growing role of business in solving society’s needs.

Mark Florman,
Chairman, Time Partners Ltd and Founder, Times 3 Capital
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Partner, Esin Attorney Partnership (a member of Baker McKenzie, a Swiss Verein) 

Eren Kurşun graduated from the Üsküdar American Academy in 2000 and İstanbul Bilgi University’s Faculty of Law 
in 2004. Mr. Kurşun received an Executive MBA from Boğaziçi University in 2012 and began his career as a lawyer 
at White & Case, an international law firm. Mr. Kurşun specialized his practice in M&A and capital markets. In 2014, 
Mr. Kurşun joined Esin Attorney Partnership, a member of Baker McKenzie (a Swiss Verein), where he is currently a 
partner. Eren Kurşun gives    lectures on mergers and acquisitions 
at Boğaziçi University, the Turkish Capital Markets Association (TSPB) 
and European Law Students’ Association (ELSA). 

Specialties/Professions:

Eren Kurşun focuses his practice on mergers and acquisitions and 

capital markets, specializing in the structuring, drafting, and negotia-
tion of complex M&A transactions. He has worked on the acquisitions 
of prominent Turkish companies such as Garanti Bank, Acıbadem 
Hospitals and Petrol Ofisi. Mr. Kurşun currently leads the M&A and 
Private Equity practices at Esin Attorney Partnership. His experience 
in capital markets includes tender offers, public company takeovers, 
stock exchange delistings, and the issuance of warrants and certifi-
cates.

Eren Kurşun,
Head of M&A, Baker McKenzie-Esin Attorney Partnership

Burak Dalgin leads Darby Private Equity’s operations in Turkey, serves on investment committee of two regional fun-
ds and represents the firm on the boards of several portfolio companies. Darby is Franklin Templeton’s (NYSE: BEN) 
emerging markets principal investment arm.

Mr. Dalgin joined Darby in February 2008 to establish the office in 
Istanbul and has led sourcing, execution and monitoring and exit of 
multiple mezzanine and equity investments in Turkey across Central 
and Southeastern Europe (CSEE). Mr. Dalgin has also co led fundrai-
sing of Darby’s CSEE fund. 

Prior to joining Darby, Mr. Dalgin worked for Koc Group in Istanbul 
and McKinsey & Company in New York and Boston. Mr. Dalgin holds 
a B.S. in engineering from Bogazici University in Istanbul, Turkey and 
an M.B.A. from Harvard Business School in Boston, MA, United States

Burak Dalgın,
Managing Director, Darby
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Recep Bildik is the Director of Research and Business Development at the Borsa Istanbul with over 20 years of 
experience in financial markets. He played a pivotal role in establishing the first computerized trading system in 
equity market, making regulations on equity market microstructure, managing market operations, developing new 
products, designing and launching new markets such as world’s first private market allowing startups and SMEs to 
access to capital through M&As, venture capital and entrepreneurship finance under an exchange in Borsa İstanbul. 

He previously held managerial positions at various departments 
such as equity market, markets, product development and speci-
al projects, business development and marketing at Istanbul Stock    
Exchange. 

Dr. Bildik has served in the Board of Directors of Takasbank Inc. as a 
member of Statutory Auditors’ Board in 2010-2011. He also previous-
ly served as senior researcher and Eurasia regional represetative at 
the Research Center of the Global Association of Risk Professionals 
in New York. Dr. Bildik worked as a visiting scholar at the Graduate 
School of Business, University of Chicago and Finance Department 
at the DePaul University in the past. He published several articles on 
finance and capital markets in local and international journals and 
presented in the international conferences. He received his associa-
te professorship in 2005. 

Recep Bildik has been serving as an active member in professional boards and committees of some local and in-
ternational referred academic journals. He is currently the managing editor of Borsa Istanbul Review and a member 
of editorial board of Global Finance Journal. He also has been recently elected as a board member in the world’s 
largest academic finance professionals association, Financial Management Association in U.S. Dr. Bildik has been 
appointed as the country representative and member of the SME & Access to Risk Capital Committee under Horizon 
2020 Program at the European Union Commission in Brussels in 2015. 

He is a member of Venture Capital Committee of the Union of Chambers and Commodity Exchanges of Turkey (TOBB) 
and also a board member of Venture Capital Support Group under Scientific and Technological Research Council of 
Turkey (TÜBİTAK). He has been also serving as an elected-member of board of directors of Turkish Risk Managers 
Association and acting as elected-President of Harvard Alumni Association of Turkey. 

Dr. Bildik holds PhD and MSc degrees in Finance, and B.Sc. in Economics from Istanbul University, and also MPA 
degree from Harvard University.

Recep Bildik,
Director of Research and Business, Borsa İstanbul
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Seymur co-founded Turkven in 2000 and has led numerous deals for the firm. 

He was formerly with McKinsey & Company in Istanbul focusing on corporate portfolio strategy and at Caterpillar Inc. 
in Geneva as a product manager with responsibility for the EMEA & CIS regions. Seymur has an MBA from INSEAD and 
an MSc and BSc in Mechanical Engineering and Robotics from the 
ETH Zurich.Seymur currently serves on the Boards of Medical Park, 
MNG Kargo, Koton, Mavi, Flo and Domino’s.

Established in 2000, Turkven is the leading alternative asset mana-
ger in Turkey with 17 investment professionals and AUM of $2 billion. 
Turkven advised funds have invested in 21 companies resulting in 
total equity and debt placements of over $5 billion. Turkven has a 
history of landmark achievements in the Turkish PE market, such as 
raising the first independent PE fund and realizing both the first and 
the largest venture backed LBOs on record. The recent IPOs of Mavi 
on the BIST and Domino’s on the LSE also established industry miles-
tones. The firm specializes in industries with high growth and has a 
culture of company-building and industry expertise. Turkven funds 
have traditionally invested in industry leading firms and created va-
lue through top-line growth, with negligible leverage.

Turkven’s portfolio currently includes Turkey’s leading hospital chain, leading footwear retailer, leading fast fashion 
retailer, leading supermarket chain, leading denim based casual wear retailer and the leading delivery fast food 
chain.

Seymur Tarı,
CEO, Turkven

Tom joined the Primary Markets team at the London Stock Exchan-
ge Group (LSEG) in September 2013 with a focus on large-cap com-
panies and the LSE’s relationships with private equity and venture 
capital clients. In Tom’s role as Head of International Business De-
velopment, Tom advises UK and international companies and their 
owners on the process of going public and life as a listed company 
on London’s markets.

Prior to joining LSEG, Tom was with Citigroup for over 15 years. Tom 
was a Managing Director in the Equity Capital Markets division, ori-
ginating, structuring and executing equity and equity-linked transa-
ctions across Europe and the Emerging Markets. He has been invol-
ved in a large number of IPOs and follow-on capital raisings over the 
years, including many involving a London listing. Prior to Citi, Tom 
worked in Kleinwort Benson’s Equity Capital Markets team from 1994 
to 1997. Tom graduated from Oxford University in 1994 with a BA (Hons) degree in Philosophy, Politics andEconomics.

Tom Attenborough,
Head of International Business Development, Primary Markets, London Stock Exchange Group (LSEG)
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Anthony Stalker is a Partner of CCL and ADM Capital Europe LLP and 
Chairman of the European Investment Advisory Committee. He joi-
ned ADM Capital in 2006 from Merrill Lynch where he spent 11 years 
based in Asia. 

At Merrill Lynch, Anthony was a Managing Director responsible for 
the global distribution of all equity and equity related products, inc-
luding cash equity sales, equity derivative sales, and structured pro-
ducts, for Asia, Japan and Australia. Since 2005 he has sourced deals 
and developed ADM Capital’s expansion into Turkey, including the 
country’s first private debt restructuring. 

Anthony received an MA and BA from Cambridge University and has a 
Masters of Business Administration from the University of California.

David joined Actis’ predecessor organisation, CDC, in 2003 and has over 30 years of experience developing, financing, 
building and managing power and energy projects. David focuses on electricity investments, particularly in Distri-
bution and in Africa. He led several landmark electricity transactions in both Africa and Central America, including 
the privatisation, refinancing and IPO of Umeme; the acquisition and 
refinancing of Sidi Krir in Egypt; the acquisition of Energuate in Gua-
temala; the acquisition of Sonel (Eneo), Kribi and Dibamba (Camero-
on) and the exit of the Fortuna in Panama. Previously, David was with 
Midlands Power International (2002 to 2003) as a Managing Director 
where he was responsible for its power generation businesses in the 
UK, Pakistan and Turkey. Prior to that he was at Covanta (1999 to 2002), 
Mission Energy (1995 to 1999) and British Petroleum (1985 to 1995). 
David currently serves as a Board member of Eneo and Umeme. 

David holds a BA degree in electronics and electrical enginee-
ring from the University of Bath and an MBA from the University of          
Kingston.

Anthony Stalker,
Partner and Chief Investment Officer, ADM Capital

David Grylls,
Partner, Actis
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Bert van der Vaart co-founded the Small Enterprise Assistance Funds (SEAF) (www.seaf.com) in 1989.  He managed 
SEAF’s first fund in Poland from 1994 to 1997, when he returned to Washington, DC to become SEAF’s CEO and Presi-
dent. He has been involved with the establishment and supervision 
of each of the now 36 SEAF investment funds, including frequent vi-
sits to each SEAF Fund office and seats on each investment commit-
tee. Mr. van der Vaart has led the growth of SEAF to more than $880 
million in total capital across 36 investment funds, having invested 
in more than 420 companies, with operations throughout Central and 
Eastern Europe, Latin America, Asia and Africa.  Mr. van der Vaart 
has also lived in New Delhi, India, where he directed the SEAF India 
Agribusiness Fund in its initial phase from 2011 through 2012.  SEAF 
is one of the oldest impact investment fund managers, measuring 
the impact of its investments since 2004 (see www.seaf.com/deve-
lopment impact). From 1984 through 1994, Mr. van der Vaart was a 
Partner and Associate with Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher in Washington, 
D.C, Frankfurt, and Brussels where he specialized in corporate law 
and financial transactions.  Prior to working for Gibson, Dunn & Crut-
cher, he was a management consultant with Bain & Company in London and Munich.  From 2008 through 2011, Mr. 
van der Vaart also served as an advisor and principal for Discovery Global Citizens Fund (an emerging markets he-
dge fund in South Norwalk, Connecticut0. Mr. van der Vaart holds a J.D. from Yale Law School, where he also studied 
finance at Yale School of Management.

He also received a B.A. in Politics and Economics and an M.Phil in Economics from Oxford University, where he was 
a Rhodes Scholar, and a B.A. from the University of North Carolina, where he was a Morehead Scholar. 

Hubertus van der Vaart,
CEO and Co-Founder, SEAF

Murat Özgen, joined in 2002, is the CEO of Is Private Equity since 2006. Taking part in all the investment processes, 
Murat Özgen is a member of Investment Committee and he has served on numerous boards of the portfolio com-
panies. Among the pioneers of development of private equity industry in Turkey, Is Private Equity is a generalist 
mid-market fund with a focus on growth equity and buy-out investments.

Is Private Equity is the leading private equity house in its segment 
with a strong and consistent track record of 17 investments and 11 
exits in Turkey. Leveraging on its experience in Turkish Private Equ-
ity market accumulated over the years, Is Private Equity invests in 
outstanding companies in a variety of sectors, which promise high 
growth potential driven by their unique competitive advantages. Is 
Private Equity’s main focus is on Retail, Consumer & Business Servi-
ces, Healthcare, Education and Industrials sectors. Murat Özgen has 
over 25 years of professional working experience of which 16 years 
are in Private Equity; his prior experience includes Koçbank in Istan-
bul, Commerzbank AG in New York, and Facility Group, Inc. in Atlanta. 
Murat Özgen graduated from Istanbul University Department of Bu-
siness Administration and received MBA from Mercer University in 
Atlanta.

Murat Özgen,
CEO, Is Private Equity
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Selçuk Yorgancıoğlu oversees The Abraaj Group’s investments in Turkey and Central Asian markets. He led the 
acquisition and the exit of four recent Turkish businesses, including Acıbadem Healthcare Group. He led Abraaj in 
some of the notable private equity transactions in Turkey such as 
Abraaj’s acquisition of Fibabanka – one of Turkey’s most prominent 
banks with a strong focus on commercial, corporate and SME custo-
mer segments and Hepsiburada.com – Turkey’s leading e-commer-
ce player. 

Recently, the group also invested in Netlog, integrated logistics servi-
ce provider.He joined The Abraaj Group in 2008 from Deutsche Bank, 
where he was the Chief Executive Officer for the operations in Tur-
key and before was a Managing Director for the emerging markets 
investment banking team in London for seven years. Previously, he 
held senior leadership positions in investment banking with Tur-
key’s Finansbank Group and ABN AMRO-Rothschilds in Amsterdam 
and London. Selcuk sits on the board of various portfolio companies, 
as well as Endeavor Turkey. He also serves as the Chairman Entrep-
reneurship and Private Equity Committee within TUSIAD (Turkish Businessmen and Industrialist Association).Mr. 
Yorgancıoğlu graduated in Economics from Istanbul University and holds an MBA in Finance from the University of 
New Haven.

Selçuk Yorgancıoğlu,
Partner, Head of Turkey and Central Asia, The Abraaj Group

“Serkan Kizil has over 20 years of experience in private equity (investments & management) and investment ban-
king. He is the Co-founder and Managing Partner of Taxim Capital, a Private Equity firm investing in Turkey. Taxim 
Capital invests in high growth family businesses in Turkey. Taxim 
Capital’s goal is to accelerate these companies’ growth and increase 
their profitability through growth capital and various strategic, ope-
rational and financial initiatives. Prior to founding Taxim Capital, Ser-
kan was the Head of the Private Equity business of Abu Dhabi Invest-
ment Company (Invest AD) focusing on Turkey, North Africa and Gulf. 

He served on the Management and Investment Committees. Serkan 
also founded Invest AD’s Turkey office and served as its General Ma-
nager. Before starting his private equity career, Serkan was an in-
vestment banker at Goldman Sachs in New York and London. He took 
roles in advising world’s leading companies and top private equity 
firms in buying and selling companies, and financing their transa-
ctions.”

Serkan Kızıl,
Co-founder and Managing Partner, Taxim Capital Private Equity
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John Daghlian acts on a large range of international and domestic 
private equity driven transactions, including the establishment of 
private equity funds, private equity portfolio transactions, manage-
ment buy-outs, secondary buy-outs, domestic flotations, and mer-
gers and acquisitions.  

John has advised on the establishment of LBO funds, venture capi-
tal funds, clean tech and renewable energy funds, emerging market 
funds, real estate funds, country specific funds (including funds for 
Germany, Denmark, the Netherlands, Turkey, Hungary, China and In-
dia), distressed debt funds and mezzanine funds, among others. 

Unusual for a practitioner in this area, John advises both general 
partners and a number of major investors, giving him a unique insi-
ght into the issues both sides face.  

John advised Turk Ventures on its first ever independent Turkish private equity fund.

John Daghlian,
Partner of O’Melveny & Myers LLP 
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